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Altman finds new fee invoices clearer
b)' Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

When UCF students receive their
fee invoices for the fall semester, they
may notice some missing print.
Fee invoices used to show how much
a student must pay for their athletic
fee, health fee and lab fees in addition
to tuition costs.

But now, the invoices show only the
total amount due in one lump sum.
According to Jerry Hormuth, manager of Student Accounts, the invoices
list only a. resident fee, a non-resident
fee for out-of-state students or a late
fee.
Hormuth said the decision to change
the fee invoice was made by UCF President Steven Altman.

"I thought it was generally too confusing," Altman said.
Altman said the purpose of the
change was to simplify the whole process for billing purposes.
UCF Registrar John Bush said he
agrees with Altman' s idea.
"Shortening the amount of information printed on invoices makes registration a quicker process," Bush said.

Bush said addresses were also eliminated from invoices. He said he feels
addresses were not necessary because
most students walk in and pick up their
invoices.
"Printing the extra lines adds extra
time and slows down a process that is
already slow enough," Bush said.
SEE FEES page 4

GPAs lowered
for scholarship
reguirement
by Jennifer Offenburger
NEWS EDITOR

•

UCF students who became ineligible to receive
their High Achievement Scholarships due to low
UCF or cumulative GPAs have been granted a reprieve.
According to Scholarship Coordinator Jamey
Walker, the Financial Aid and Scholarship Committee appointed by the Office of Undergraduate Studies decided to lower the GPA requirement from 3.25
to 3.0 in an attempt to keep more students in that
scholarship program and to enable more students to
qualify .
Walker said students who became ineligible can
now have their scholarships reinstated if both their
UCF and cumulative GPAs are at least 3.0.
Financial Aid Office Director and committee
Chairperson Mary McKinney said the committee
met during the spring semester and decided to make
the requirement change effective beginning in the
fall 1990 term.
The change in the GPA requirement, according to
McKinney, should "allow [students] to maintain a
reasonable GPA [and] allow them to stay involved [in
campus life]."
"We like to see well-rounded students," McKinney
SEE SCHOLARSHIP page 3

PICK-UP LINES
Sorority hopefuls wait in line Thursday to see if they
will b~ invtted to pledge this semester.

Micheal Poh11CE.NTRAL FLORIDA t-UTUP~

President Steven Altman (left) and UCF Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs Richard Astro
(right) pose with newly-appointed Dean of Undergraduate Studies Stuart Lilie.

UCF gets associate vice president ·
for Academic Affairs; Micarelli retires
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FAMOUS EUROPEAN
VIDEO DISCO
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UCF students see
]\ many changes
over the· summer
I'S>

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Those of you foolish (or fortunate) enough to go home for
the summer missed higher
tuition and parking fees, the
WUCF report, new telephone
numbers and the UCF golf
team's trip to the NCAA finals,
among other things.

• Student parking fees
raised 67 percent to $30

J

)

.)

Although some of you
probably found out when you
got your decal application in
the mail, administrators
raised UCF student parking
fees $12 for the 1990-91 school
year, from $18 to $30.
Staff parking CC stickers)
went up 45 percent, from $21
, to $30, and faculty fees CB
stickers) went up 39 percent,
from $36 to $50. Motorcyc1e
fees remain at last year's levels.
Dr. John Bolte, vice president of Administration and
Finance, sent a memo to UCF
President Steven Altman saying the increase would help
develop a funding base for a
parking garage to be built.
He said the University of
Florida successfully financed a
parking garage th.is way because it had a fund reserve to
help defray costs and improve
bond financing.

• Tuition up again
)

The parking fee increase is

• MISSED CEREMONY?
Summer graduates of the
col1ege of education who missed the commencement exercises Aug. 4 because of state
teacher certification exams
scheduled that day are invited
to participate in the Dec. 14
fall ceremonies.
If interested, call the graduation desk in the Registrar's
office at 275-2842 before Oct.
1.

)

)

Ji

)

• A SECOND CHANCE
Students who received the
High Achievement Scholarship in the past and became
ineligible due to GPA problems, may now be reinstated if
their overall and UCF GPAs
are 3.0 or higher.
Contact the scholarship
department in the financial
aid office for further information.

not the only bad news on the
financial front.
The Legislature raised instate tuition 10 percent to
$40.85 per semester hour,
with non-resident fees going
up 20 percent to $138.82.
It could have been worse
from a student's standpoint.
The Board of Regents wanted a
15 percent increase. The Florida Student Association had
asked for an increase of 8 percent in-state and 18 percent
out-of-state.

• Committee: WUCF-FM
needs new equipment and
management (May 16)
The WUCF-FM review
committee's report to Altman
said fixing what ails the station requires $125,000 in new
equipment, a new management structure and, eventually, a second station for student programming only.
In the May 16 report,
committee Chairman Theodore Clevenger said the new
equipment should be purchased over a three-year period.
Clevenger called the current equipment antique and
said it receives heavy use.
Clevenger also said a general manager should be appointed to run WUCF full
time .
He said if the university

Mlcheal Pohl/CENTRAL FLORlDA RJTURE

QUITE A STRETCH
Twelve-year-old Jerilynn Genebrino, daughter of UCF junior Patti Genebrino, uses the campus
pool facilities Thursday to do some work on her diving techniques.

SCHOLARSHIP
FROM PAGE 1

said. "A3.0 still [makes] a good
student."
McKinney said the committee also wanted to help support
students through the educational process, and not penalize them because they could
not maintain high enough
see SUMMER page 6 grades in their courses to sat-

director of Judaic Studjes, in
the UCF admissions office at
275-2251.
•THEATER AUDITIONS
The UCF Theatre will hold
preliminary auditions for actors of all ages for its fall production of Lysistrata, a modern rendering of an ancient
Greek comedy which opens
Oct. 5.
Auditions will be held in the
university theater at 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Supporting roles for future
comedies will also be available.
For further information,
call the UCF Theater at 2752862.

•SCHOLARSHIP$$$
Contemporary Mortgage
Services Inc. of Altamonte
Springs has created a $500
scholarship for a business or
• HEBREW COURSES
Two Hebrew language finance student at UCF.
Eligibility requirements
courses and an introduction to
modern Judaism will be of- include 60 semester credit
fered with the beginning of hours and a 2.5 GPA
Scholarship applications
this fall semester this week at
are due Dec. 10 and are availUCF.
Students may take the able in the UCF financial aid
courses as electives or as re- office.
quired courses to satisfy requirements for a minor in • ••• AND MORE $$$
The Florida Motion Picture
Judaic Studies.
The courses will be taught and Television Association's
Tuesday and Thursday each Orlando chapter has estabweek to make it convenient for lished a $1,000 annual scholmore people in the community arship for Central Florida college students.
to enroll:
Applicants must be Central
For details on times, costs
and registration for the Florida residents with at least
courses, call Dr. Moshe Pelli,· 10 credit hours and a mini-

mum 2.5 G.P.A. to be eligible.
For an application for the
scholarship, write to the
FMPTAOrlando/Central Florida Scholarship Fund, P. 0.
Box 540022, Orlando, FL
32854.
•CAMPUS FEST '90
The University Bookstore
will welcome students back
today with Campus Fest '90,
an on-campus event featuring
local and national advertisers,
gifts, contests and entertainment.
The event wi11 be held outside of the bookstore mall and
all students are invited to attend.

isfy one scholarship requirement.
A GPA requirement that
was too high for students , according to McKinney, would
"not allow them to be real students and participate in other
activities."
Walker
said
the
committee's decision to change
the GPA requirement of the
HAS Scholarship does not
mark a growing trend in other

available scholarships.
No other GPA requirements
have been lowered.
The committee, Walker and
McKinney said, just wanted to
get this scholarship in line
with other academic scholarships and scholarships at
other universities.
"UCFs standards were a
little high compared with
those at other colleges,"
Walker said.

• DISASTER RELIEF
The American Red Cross
has begun accepting monetary
donations on behalf of the
Phillipine Red Cross for the
victims of the earthquake that
hit the Phillipine Islands July
16.
If you wish to send a contribution, mark your check "Phillipine disaster relief," and mail
it to the Central Florida Chapter of the American Red Cross,
5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando,
FL 32803.

leges in 1988, an increase of21
percent in just 10 years, but
the school awardes 5 percent
fewer associate degrees than
in 1978, the American Council
of Education (ACE) reported.
ACE researcher Deborah
Carter noted only a third of the
students at two-year cam.puses enroll intending to
transfer to a four-year college
to continue their education
there.
She did not speculate why
the number of associate degrees has fallen.

• INVENT YOUR LIFE
The Mental Health Association of Central Florida and the
Center for Women's Medicine
at Florida Hospital will pres• REGENTS' ELECTION
ent a two-hour seminar WedCharles B. Edwards Sr. was nesday to provide techniques
reelected to the post of chair- to help people achieve greater
man of the Florida Board of success and happiness in their
life.
Regents during July.
The vice chairman, J. Clint
The seminar will include
Brown, was also reelected to lectures and audience particihis position.
pation sessions focused on
Edwards, who has chaired working to improve the parthe Board during the past ticipants' lives and also the efyear, is an attorney with a law fect of physical health on the
firm in Fort Myers.
level of stress in life.
He has served on the BOR
The "Inventing Your Life"
since appointed by Gov. Bob seminar will begin at 7 p.m. in
St. Luke's Cathedral in downMartinez in 198 7.
Brown is also an attorney, town Orlando.
with a law firm in Tampa. He
Registration is $15 per perwas appointed to the BOR by son.
Martinez in 1988, and has
For additional information
served as vice chairman for the on the seminar, call the Menpast year.
tal Health Association of CenBOR members are ap- tral Florida at 843~1563.
pointed to six-year terms, with
officers serving one-year • ENROLLMENT UP
terms.
CPS-Nearly 4.9 million students attended two-year col-

• CLOSE THE BUILDING
CPS-About 24 University of
Rochester (N ~Y.) students
picketed a freshman orientation session Aug. 1, hoping to
embarrass administrators
into closing Lattimore Hall,
which they say may be polluted with some sort of cancercausing agent.
Ten building employees in
11 years have been diagnosed
with a form oflymphoma. ·
Repeated tests have failed
to reveal any carcinogenic
agent remaining loose in the
building.
Students waved a bariner
reading "Prove It's Safe Or
Close It Down" and also
handed out leaflets to incoming freshmen and parents as
they arrived for orientation
classes.
The protesters wanted independent tests of the building, which before being gutted
and remodeled, housed campus chemistry labs and storage areas.
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Senate phone bills show questionable calls
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Nearly $400 in international long distance phone
calls have been charged to student government in the
past year, according to university records.
19 of the calls were placed to three telephone
numbers in France.
However, those calls may have accidentally been
charged to both the university and a student's credit
card.
According to records obtained from the university
telecommunications office, 34 calls were made from
four extensions in SG. The total time of the calls is
4:24.
At a rate of $1.50 per minute, the total cost of the
calls is $396. The charges were paid out of SG's
operations account.
Seventeen calls totaling 3:39 were made to three

numbers in France. The calls together cost $328.50. tions, said credit card calls should not show up on uniUCF officials said Christina Meyer, a student assis- versity records.
tant working in the SG offices, made the calls to
"It shouldn't show up at all if they dialed properly,"
France. Dr. Ken Lawson, assistant vice president for she said.
Meyer was visiting her parents in France and
student affairs, said Meyer's parents are in France,
but could not confirm reports that they are helping could not be reached for comment.
Lawson said the rest of the calls were directory
start up EuroDisneyland outside of Paris.
He said SG Executive Secretary Marolyn Cline assistance calls that Cline made.
"She was calling directory assistance for four
thought Meyer was charging the calls to a credit card.
Veronica Livesay, secretary for Vice President of numbers overseas and she didn't realize she was
Student Affairs Lee Tubbs, said Friday officials from getting charged for that information," Lawson said.
American Telephone and Telegraph have told her the $22.50 in calls were made to the Netherlands and $45
calls were supposed to be charged to a credit card in in calls were made to the United Kingdom.
Lawson said Cline was working for a television
Meyer's parents' name.
Livesay said Student Affairs will request copies of company that was filming a documentary overseas.
the credit card records from AT&T.
He said he did not know the name of the company.
A ca11 to AT&T's Kansas City, Mo., office was not
Cline refused to identify the company but said she
returned Friday.
·
see PHONE BILL page 8
Pat Fast, senior billing clerk with telecommunica-

•

..

Wellness center squeezes $500 from senate
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

At its last meeting of the summer
semester (July 29), the student senate
killed a bill giving the Wellness Center
$1,000 for its Smoky Mountain retreat
by a 7-5 vote.
But then it changed its mind, passing it by a vote of 7-6 after cutting the
allocation to $500.

Sen. Shawn Aaron, who originally
voted against the bill (22-69), called the
new amount a compromise.
Senate President Pro Tern David
Mann said the issue was the destination, not money.
"If they want to go out of state, let
[Wellness Center members] pay for it
[themselves]," he said.
Twenty-four students, all either
Wellness Center peer counselors or

members of the Student Wellness Wellness Center members to get to
Advocacy Team, Students Against know each other better, which allows
Drunk Driving and Campus Alcohol them to work together better.
and Drug Awareness Center, went on
"Going out of state and going river
the Aug. 12-1 7 retreat. The total cost of raftingis an added benefit," Mann said.
the retreat was $6,000.
"If we locked them in a room for 24
Sen. Julie Baker, a member of hours they'd get to know each other."
CADAC, defended the out-of-state trip.
He pointed out that SWAT has
"Florida doesn't offer all the things $1,500 in the annual budget for a reGeorgia does," she said.
She also said the retreat allows
see SENATORS page 10

FEES
FROM PAGE 1
According to Altman, students can request a print-out
from the cashier's office that
breaks down the fees they
have incurred. Student Accounts also provides this service.
Bush said the registrar's
office staff refers an students
who have questions to the Student Accounts office.
Receptionist Sarita Concepcion said Student Accounts
has been bombarded with
questions from upset students.
The change to the invoice
format seems mainly to affect
returning students.
"I don't think it's right,"
sophomore Kim Gambill said.
"We should know exactly
what we're paying for."
"It's a great psychological
move to think you are not
paying an athletic fee," another student said.

Keep your
roommates

in line. Call
1800 ·654-0471.

•

•
•

•

Make
money
selling
ads!
The Central Florida
Future is looking for
students to sell advertising. Stop by the Future
business office and fill
out an application.
You do not have to be a
pro at sales management
to apply.
We'll provide you with
the tools, training ?nd
experience you'll need.
For more information,
call Thomas Negron
at 275-2601.

•

•
•

•
It's never much fun figuring out who
made what call on your phone bill. 'But we
can help with AI&I'CallMa-nager. It's just one
part of a whole program of products and services called AT&TStudent Saver P!,us.
AT&!' CallManagerwilI automatically
separate your long distance calls from the
ones yo.ur roommates make. And we'll do it
for free. All you have to do is dial a simple axle.
To enroll inAT&TCal!Ma-nageror to learn

about the Student Saver Plus program that are
right for you, call us at 1 800 654-0471 Ext.
1229. And put your roommates in their place.

•

•

A1&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT8.T

•

The right choice.

This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
© 1990/\T&T

•
•
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UCF is dedicated to
obtaining and keeping
a diversified campus
by Melissa Stoker
J

COPY EDITOR

Select UCFfaculty and staff
members and a group of exp~rts proposed strategies on
July 18 and 19 to recruit minorities at UCF.
The two-day seminar, sponsored by the College of Health
and Professional Studies, focused on ways UCF could attract minorities in order to
make the university more reflective of the community as a
whole, according to Valerie
Browne-Krimsley, a representative to the seminar from the
College of Health and Professional Studies at the Brevard
Campus.
More than 50 culturally
diverse people who attended
the seminar split into small
groups. Each group studied a
different section of UCF-stu-

· dents, alumni, faculty and
staff members, for example.
"We had a good representation from the university in all
aspects," Browne-Krimsley
said.
During the "brainstorming
sessions," the groups devised
ways to help minorities understand the university system,
Browne-Krimsley saidT h e y
also proposed methods of retaining minorities at UCF and
showing them UCF's dedication to a diverse faculty, staff
and student body, she said.
The groups discussed the
possibility of increasing guidance to minorities and ways of
improving transportation to
UCF.
The groups gathered and
decided which plans they
thought would and would not
see MINORITY page 6

AFTERNOON STROLL
Each fall, UCF holds an orientation for new faculty. These newcomers are on their way to lunch in
the University Dining Room, by way of a short tour around campus.

WUCF-FM conducts a poll to gain popularity
by David Bolender
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WUCF polled UCF students, faculty
and staff last week in an attempt to
make the radio station's broadcast
more appealing to the UCF community.
Dr. Robert Arnold, director of Instructional Resources and coordinator
of the telephone poll, said the interest
in WUCF was created mainly by the

students who, "established high visibility [for WUCF], which was good,
seeing how it got WUCF so much publicity."
"Altman saw that [WUCF] was a
controversial radio station," Arnold
said.
Another driving force for the poll
came in the form of a suggestion by a
review committee formed by Altman in
April.
"The consultants suggested that

[the UCFJ populace be queried to therefore accomodate the student interest,"
said Dr. Frank Juge, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs and director of the polling effort.
"I want [the poll] to have the maximum impact, to be as representative of
the student population as possible, n
Juge said.
The polling itself was handled by
Diane Sterling, director of the Instructional Feedback Center and Dr. Wil-

liam Tapp, also with the IFC. The poll,
the fifth of its kind completed by the
IFC, contained about 50 questions.
The names of 515 individuals at
UCF were contacted at random
through the UCF directory. Those contacted were proportional to the
university's population: 4 71 students
and 44 faculty and staff.
When data from the poll is converted
see WUCF POLL page 6
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No matter what the occasion
or size of the group, Domino's
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POLL
FROM PAGE 5

to useful information, it will be
reviewed by an advisory board
representing UCF faculty and
staff, the general community,
student body President Jeff
Laing and the appointee ofhis
choice.
A student subcommittee of
five or six members appointed

SUMMER
FROM PAGE3

wants students involved in
station management, the general manager should appoint a
student to the position of station manager.
He recommended a threestage program to determine
appropriate programming for
WUCF.
Stage one would be a programming compromise to get
more student-oriented programming on the air during
prime listening hours.
The second stage involves
conducting a survey to determine the best role for WUCF in
Central Florida to create a new
programming schedule.
Stage three is for UCF to
have a second station for student programming only. According to Clevenger, this is
the pattern emerging nationally. He said it accomodates all
interests.
F1orida "State University,
where Clevenger heads the
School of Communication, has
the two-signal format.
WFSU-FM is run by the
university, while WVFS-FM is
run by students and carries
student-oriented programming, including progressive
music.
• Growth forces UCF to
"exchange" phone numbers
All UCF phone numbers
will start with 823 (UCF)
starting Oct. 15.
Bill Branch, UCF director of
telecommunications, said the
new exchange will give UCF
access to an additional 5,000
phone nembers, as all blocks
except 8,000 and 9,000 will
now be available to the university.
With the new system, the
current four-digit extensions
will change to five digits and
will start with 3.
For instance, the Student
Affairs extension will change
from 2821 to 3-2821.
Also, on July 1, the use of 9
to get an off-campus dial tone
was changed to 7. Beginning
Oct.15, 9 will be used as part of
the 911 emergency switchboard.
• Amnesty International
remembers Beijing massacre with art, speeches
and candlelight
The UCF chapter of Amnesty International held a

Custo·m -lnade text books should
be more useful, yet expensive

by Laing will also review the
poll results.
The two groups will probably decide WUCF's schedule
by late September.
ButJuge warned interested
parties not to get their hopes
up.
"You can't please everybody
with one station," he said.
The poll information will
eventually become a public
document.

speakers added, becau.se the "custom textbooks" will probably prove more expensive to
produce than the mass models students curLike most collegians, American University rently lug around campus.
McGraw-Hill, the second-biggest college text
junior Barbara Langdon spent about $300 for
publisher, unveiled the idea last November.
textbooks last term.
McGraw-Hill Chairman Joseph Dionne deAnd like most, she hardly remembers the
clared that "textbooks will never be the same."
books, using only a chapter or two from each.
At the time, bookstore managers weren't too
"It's a waste because you are not using all of
thrilled about the logistics of
what you are paying for,"
trying to stock a special textLangdon says.
"There is a lot of prombook for every course offered
But if the speakers at a
at a school.
recent conference about the ise in this in terms of
Apparently, they have
future of college bookstores products being more
now warmed to the idea.
are right, relief may be in focused on classes or
"As I see it, there is a lot of
sight for Langdon and the
promise in this in terms of
nation's other 12 million individuals."
-William Simpson,
products being more focused
collegians.
University of Connecticut
on classes or individuals,"
The age of on-demand,
said William Simpson of the
custom textbooks is about
to arrive, speakers at the Collegiate Retailing University of Connecticut Co-op at the sympoSymposium predicted.
sium.
"The other plus is the hope oflower costs, or
Publishers, they said, will soon allow professors-and maybe even students-to pick and at least the diminishing of the upper spiral of
choose chapters and sections from different costs."
The first customized books will appear this
authors.
Then, by using a computer, the sections can fall. Professors can have McGraw-Hill asbe compiled into one textbook assembled spe- semble bits and pieces from the supplements to
cifically for one class section.
one book-"Accounting: The Basics for BusiStudents will thus have to buy a third fewer
books than they do now, the speakers said.
see BOOKSTORE page 10
But they may not be saving any money, the
by Jaret Seiberg

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

ceremony June 4 to commemorate the one-year anniversary
of the Tiananmen Square
massacre in Beijing, China.
Although Chinese troops
occupied the square in Beijing
to prevent pro-democracy
demonstrations, nothing prevented UCF students from
showing up at the Student
Center Green.
Though Amnesty campus
coordinator Lance Turner said
about 80 students viewed artwork on a freedom wall, only
about 20 students attended
the rally.
Art student Tony Prince
expressed his opinion about
the turnout: ''Where the hell is
everyone? Doesn't anybody
care?n
Other speakers at the rally
included UCF graduate Josephine Chen, Turner and
Chinese student Xin Li.
The rally ended that evening with a candlelight vigil by
the reflecting pond.
• Oren's attacker guilty,
gets 13 months and all bills
Jeffery Johnson, found
guilty of attacking UCF studentThad Oren in October and
putting him in a coma, was
found guilty of aggravated
battery by a jury July 10.
Orange County Judge Richard Conrad sentenced
Johnson to 13 months in state
prison, plus 10 years probation. Conrad also ordered
Johnson to pay all of Oren's
medical expenses.
j
Oren's father Paul Oren
said rehabilitation for his son
costs $1,500 per day. Oren has
been hospitalized since the
attack.
Johnson attacked Oren on
Oct. 10, 1989, at a party in Fox
Hunt Lanes. Oren was comatose for a short time after the
attack.
• Golfers fade at NCAA finals, finish 21st
In their first trip to the
NCAA finals, the golf team
finished 21st in the country,
posting scores of 303-284-303303.
Malcolm Joseph led UCF
golfers with a nine-over-par
297, 18 strokes behind winner
Phil Mickelson of Arizona
State. Arizona State also won
the overall title over the University of Florida by two
strokes.
UCF golfer Andrew Rice
was named to the academic
All-America team.

MINORITY
FROM PAGES

work, Browne-Krimsley said.
She said an expert will prepare
a written report in a couple of
weeks containing their best
recommendations.
"[The search for minorities] is
an on-going process, and I
don't know what, exactly, will

Roses are red
be the next step," BrowneViolets are blue
Krims1ey said. She said deciSugar is sweet
sions will have to be made on
And so are you ..
how to utilize the strategies.
The seminar, called StrateDon't rely on nursery
gies for Enhancing the Educationally Disadvantaged, was
rhymes to tell her how
"not a one-time chat," Browne- Krimsley said.
special she is to you.
She said UCF will continue
Show her by placing a
its efforts to diversify and
pe~sonal in the classifieds.
hopefully become a model for
other colle es.
--=================~

I
I
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We are on a mission unprecedented
in medical history.
We are bringing 19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place, for one purpose.
To find a permanent cure for diabetes.
For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

Join us on our mission.

ACROSS FROM UCF!

UNIVERSITY BLVD. AT ALFAYA TRAIL
CALL 82DRAGON
(823-7246)
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Army ROTC Secretary Employee

~f

7

the Year

Martin chosen from drawing of employees ot the month
by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While Betty Martin lay sick
in bed with back problems July
20, her name was being announced at the USPS banquet
)
for UCF's employee of the
year. She found out she won
the following Monday when an
Air
Force secretary told her.
>
"I was shocked," Martin
said. "Just thrilled and
chilled."
Martin was awarded a
plaque, various gift certificates
and two Continental Airline
tickets to anywhere in the
country.
"With those ticket s, I'm
going to visit my daughter in
· California," she said.
As May employee of the
month, Martin's name was
included in a random drawing.
By luck of the draw, her name
was chosen for employee of the
year.
Martin, senior secretary of
Army ROTC, was nominated
for May employee of the month
by Capt. Dennis W. Bray. Her
name was first sent to the
per sonnel department and
then to the staff council, where
they voted on her based on
informati on Bray submittec1.
"She does more than I would
ever expect a secretary to do,"
Bray said. "[She is] very pivot al. Not only does she have to
deal with UCF administration, but she also has to deal
with all the outside army agencies. She's a ret tou h lad ."

')

"Those people out there
save our lives," she said.
"They're a cut above the
average. They have values
that most kids today don't
have."
Martin said her interest in
the military and the preparation of young people to become
officers led her to the position
she has now.
"I've been at this job for two
years and I love it," she said.
''Those guys are so special to
me. I can't say enough good
a bout t hem. We're b est
friends .. .like one big family."
Martin said this family r elationship is very important to
her after being deprived ofit as
a child. She was born with spinalbifida, and doctors claimed
that if she lived until age eight,
she would have lived a full life.
She spent her childhood in
an orphanage and went to two
years of college before she got
married.
Later, she divorced and
reared her two children on her
own.
CFF FILE PHOTO
"If I had been a spoiled,
pampered child, I probably As senior secretary of the Army ROTC, Employee of the Year Betty
would have died," Martin said. Martin deals with army agencies, cadets and UCF administration.
"But I'm a strong person. I
believe in discipline and hard
work and that's how I raised
laugh at yourself," Martin everyday is a new learning
my kids to be."
Martin said she feels the said. "When I was little I al- experience.
"I feel sorry for those people
two most important things in ways got in trouble for laughlife are having a sense of ing and being the class clown who think they know everything," she said. "fm 50 years
still laughing.
humor and friends who know and
"It keeps me healthy," she old and I still don't know what
everything about her and still
I'm going to do when I grow
love her.
said.
Martin said she believes up."
"You have to be able to

. Martin has been employed
at UCF for three years and at
her present position for two
years. As senior secretary of
Army ROTC, Martin performs
a multitude of tasks ranging
from army administration to
cadette counseling. Currently,
she is working on the cadette
assessments.

"[Martin] does more
than I would ever expect a secretary to
do."
-Capt. Dennis W. Bray,
UCF Army R.O.T.C.
"These assessments are the
most important documentations done on the cadette. As a
representation of the cadette,
the assessment is sent to the
Army Selection Board. That
file can either make or break
them," Bray said. "And she
does it all single handedly."
Martin first became interested in the military when she
joined the army reserves in
1974 for eight years. But before that, people were calling
her "Sarge."
"Ever since I can remember,
people [have] always called me
'Sarge' because I take charge,"
Martin said. "If something
needs to be done, I get it done
and I speak my mind."
Martin said she feels much
patriotism toward the reserves.
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MY BLUE HEAVEN-PG-13 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00- 10 :00
THE 2 JAKES-R 1:30-4:1 5-7:10-9:50
AIR AMERICAN-A 2:00-4:25-7:00-9:40
FLATLINERS-R 2:05-4:40-7:20-9:50
GHOST-PG13 2:00-4:30 -7 ·10-9:45
PROBLEM CHILD-PG 2:1 5-4:15-6:15-8:1 5- 10:1 5
PRESUMED INNOCENT-A 1:45-4 :35-7:35-10:05
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DELIVERY SERVICE
We now deliver Larry's Ice Cream
(Pints and Quarts only)

2-----,

)t

)

)

)

FOR THE DISCRIMINATING lcouPON- D INN ER FOR
CUSTOMER!
I
2 SPAGHETTI DINN ERS W/SALAD
I*
and garlic bread
:1 ~9

I

.

Those of you who are
savouring a HOT
oven Pizza made with
.
fresh dough bount1~
tu/ salads With
mounds of meats,
cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
authentic Italian
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce...
PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW
AND DIAL

282-0505
YOUR LINE

I

~

Not valid wi th other offers

~

I
I
I

~~ey~

c0u°';cii--LARGE14'·-----

1

~

*
tsj,'O•
I Not valid with other offers ONLY
I
L
Kelsey's
~
rr---------------

I

COUPON

I

ANY 12" HOT
GRINDER

'Notvalidwith otheroffers

~...~(l

is NOW at U.C.F.

1

0s9

CHEESE PIZZA

1

The

"OLDEST and MOST PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS FRATERNITY"

1

o~
.

Kelsey's

AK'P

I
I
I

lcouPoN-- LARGE~4" -----:
I
I

~9 I

PIZZA W/ANY ONE ITEM
·Not valid with other offers

.

tsj,'O

.

I

~ouPoN--TW~:~:------~

I
I
I

99
any 2 Toppings For Only \~O·
Get 2 1O" Pizzas with

h

*Not valid with other offers-

Kelsey's

I
I
I

1

LEADERSHIP
UNITY
EDUCATION

_J

lro~oo~~oo~roRSMALl--1
I

BROTHERHOOD

Buy 14" Pizza

I

For Price of 1O"

I

L-~~alid~h_:th~~r_:_ _ _ _Kelsey's_J

Come and See Us Outside CEBA II on
August 20-24 and August 27-31

Informational Meeting on August 23rd and 29th at
7:00 pm at the Student Center Rm. 211
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student body President Fred
Schmidt thathe made sure the
FROM PAGE4
phone logs were up-to-date.
He said since the move he
had worked for them since has not seen any of the phone
1974. She said she did not logs.
Rogers said he is developing
know the information calls
would be charged to UCF and a policy to insure the problem
she will pay UCF for the calls. will be solved. Student body
SG Business Manager Mel President Jeff Laing must
Rogers said he .became aware approve the policy, he said.
"I would like to see this polof the long-distance charges in
late June and sent a memoran- icy implemented as soon as
possible, like yesterday," Rodum to Lawson about them.
In that memo, he said, "I gers said.
Rogers said he will personcan't think of any justification
for anyone using university ally review the telephone logs
phones to make long-distance each month.
calls outside the United
One of the extensions used
States, especially when I see for the calls has been disconone phone call for 39 minutes nected, and the other's longcosting $58.50 and also an- distance capability has been
other call for 23 minutes taken off of it.
Lawson said the only phone
costing $34.50." Both calls
lines with that capability in
were made to France.
Rogers said before he SG now are those of Cline,
moved from the SG offices to Laing, student body Vice
the Student Affairs office in President Jason DiBona and
the administration building SG accountant Edmund Daafter an argument with former biedath.

PHONE BILL

PHILLY JOE'S
CAFE & NIGHTCLUB
NEXT TO GOODING'S
ATTHECORNER OF
UN/VERS/7Y & GOLDENROD RD.
IN THE UN/GOLD SHOPPING CENTER

657-1302

(.P/
CHECK YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD FOR SPECIALS

The Newest Place to Party in Winter Park.
DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 11 A.M.-7 P.M.; Sunday 12 P.M.-7 P.M.
• Billiards • Darts • Arcade • Food • Atmosphere •

•lOft. big screen TV
MONDAY•

8c
TUESDAY•
NITES

*Tues. and Wed. nights are UCF night

WEDNESDAY•
HITE

"TOP 40" LADIES HITE - FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES
Listen & Dance to today's Hottest Tunes OR bring your own and we'll
play it for you.
8:30 P.M. ti! 1:30 A.M. $6.00 for Guys.

THURSDAY*
NITE

ROCK 'N ROLL and S1.50 BUD LONGNECKS
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.

FRIDAY-+
NlTE

Okay, so she dumped you •
she wasn1 worth it anyway, right?
But now your Friday nights are lonely and
you can only watch so many reruns of
Gilligan's Island eating stale popcorn.
You could go crawling back on your knees
r> (); . i \)
or pick up the phone and place
\y
~\
apersonal in The Future Classifieds.
) <.)
'P,,
4~-Find someone who is worthy of your love.
(oir:. =
Thr. choice is yours ~ ~ beenie weenies and RC Cola or
Filet Mignon with abott:eof Dom Perignon.

"WAX HOUSE" DANCE MUSIC by ADAM DAZE
$3.00 at the door.
50¢ Draft from 8:30 P.M. - 1:30 A.M.

SATURDAY•
N!TE

ROCK 'N ROLL and S1.50 Cocktails and $1.75 "Helnlos"
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.
ROCK 'N ROLL •nd $1.00 !;hooters and $4 .00 Pitchers
8.10 P.M . cil 1:30 A.M.
LAZY DAY AND 2 FOR 1 TROPICAL DRINKS
Listen an<l Dance to our library of Carribean Sounds or bring your own
and we 'll play it for you from 12:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

SUNOAY"'

NIH:

../ ·

MORE LAZINESSHI and $1.50 W ine Coolers and $1.00 Glass of Wine
'J" c'll play our hearts out to you with the latest in JAZZ, RYTHM

& BLUES

•

8:JO P.M. ul 1:30 A.M.

fominJl i:..ovcr with live bJnds.

All Specials Subject to Chang e

----------------------~

UNIVERSrIY

BOOKSTORE

WILL BE OPEN
AUG. 20TH- 23rd? 8:30a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Aug. 24th, 8:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.

Sat. Au2. 25th, ll:OOa.m. - 3:00p.m.
Aug. 27th & 28th, 8:30a.m. - 8:00p.m.
Aug. 29th & 30th, 8:30a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Aug. 31st, 8:30a.m. ~ 5:00 p.m.
BOOKSTORE

LIBR ARY

........ -. . . ... . - - ..... -. -... -................. .
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Bank problems aren't affecting student loans
by Amy Hudson
COL.LEGE PRESS SERVICE

The apparently imminent collapse
of one of the most important players in
the system that gets college loan money
to students probably won't affect students' ability to get loans this year,
various observers say.
''There's no need for real concern,"
said Dan Goyette, financial aid director
at Marquette University in Wisconsin.
''We're all feeling secure about the
short term."
Goyette, however, added the financial crisis at the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation, which is the
nation's largest guarantor of student
loans, has him worried about the "longterm solvency of the Stafford Loan
Program."
One campus aid official says HEAF's
troubles already have caused some
banks, which ultimately lend college
money to students under the guaran-

)

teed student loan program, to shy away
from making new loans.
''We have had some banks that have
expressed concern and chosen not to do
loans anymore," said Mary Wildeman,
a loan clerk at Fort Hays State University in Kansas. "It is a problem for us,
but at this point, w~'re just waiting."
The crisis began in July, when
HEAF executives.told the U.S. Department of Education, which oversees
most federal college programs, that
HEAF did not have enough cash t-o
reimburse banks when students fail to
repay loans.
Campus officials feared that if
banks lost confidence that they would
be reimbursed for defaulted loans, they
would simply stop making student
loans.
Student loan administrators, however, swear the loan program is in no
danger.
"Nobody's going to lose money," said
see LOANS page 10

Student loans may be cut
The lender then decides whether to
make the loan.
Students, however, don't make very
The federally guaranteed student good credit risks. They typically have
loan program has five key players: no credit history to show banks they
students, schools, lenders, guarantee honor their debts, and they have few
agencies and the U.S. Department of assets a bank can seize if they fail to
Education. Here's how the system repay their loans.
works:
So the government, hoping to enFirst, a student goes to the campus courage banks to help students get
financial aid office. There, campus aid money for education, set up agencies to
officials will use federal guidelines to guarantee banks that they can get
do a "needs analysis." It will determine their money back even if a student
if the student qualifies for a loan, and borrower doesn't repay them.
how much money the student can get.
There are now 55 guarantee agenIf the student qualifies, he or she cies in the United States which are
Processing loan applications can be a full-time job at Marquette Univestty, especially then applies for a loan to a qualified recognized by the federal government.
lender, a local bank or credit union that
with today's concerns about Stafford Loan's "long-term solvency."
meets federal guidelines.
see GOVERNMENT page 1~
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

)

Here's something worth writing home about.
Why rent at school when you can own at

nj(,UNT'Ei"R"~
~
~
f\ESERYE
I(

Hey, Parents!

L

,..-~~t~-i~:'

Look at all that Hunter's Reserve has to offer!

•
•
•
•

z,Bedroom, z,Bath l.ow,maintenance condominiums
Roomy floorplans
Loaded with luxury features
Outstanding amenities including pool, tennis &
basketball courts and clubhouse
• lust minutes from VCF and major employers
• Mason Homes will contribute up to 5% of the
mortgage amount towards financing costs!
But best of all, in,vesting in a home, has incredible tax
and income advantages. Homeowners benefit from
Homestead exemption, and an extra bedroom can be
rented out and the money applied your mortgage.
Plus, consider this , if you were renting
a similar home, at at an average rental rate of $500
per month, )'OU could pay $24,000 for four years of
housing at school. Why not invest that money into the
equity of a home, instead of thr()<t.Vi~g it away

·7-

)

>

1

'
)

Vou're "··orking hard to prepare yourself for your future. Funds
are tight and maybe buying a home seems like a lifetime away.
But, the smart student knows that owning a home is an investment
that pays off in the future, while it guarantees housing for school
now. That's why now is the time to speak v. ith your parents about
investing in a Hunter's Resen·e home.

.I.

- Convenient location! One mile north of
University Bh·d. on Alafaya Trail. Close to
UCF, Westinghouse, Martin Marietta East
and Research Park!
Open Daily J0,6; Sun. 12,6

(40 7) 3 66--0408

..------...----....

~M~ONllOM~

to

Ill

'""'

~
:c

Dr.

on rent?
Show your parents that the education they're
paying for is paying off! Show them this ad and then
take them to Hunter's Reserve. Why rent when )'OU
can own? Visit Hunter's Reserve today!

Prices start om the mid 50s!
CGC005468
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SENATORS

"I don't believe our moral
obligations have changed at
all," Sen. Mark Deutsch said
when the bill was reconsidtreat.
ered. "In some cases we should
Sen. Scott Bowen said stu- compromise, but not this
dent government's annual re- case."
treat costs $4,000. He said 48
Sen. Joe Justin said Mark
people go on their three-day Dogoli, SG director of Vice
trip.
Presidential Affairs, said in
"[Wellness Center members committee the extra $1,000
are] donating their time to was specifically given so the
UCF," Sen. Steve Bywater retreat could be held in Georsaid. "Why can't we give them gia.
this measly amount?"
"Either we fund them to go
Aaron's
compromise out of state or we don't," Justin
amendment added a line to the said.
bill saying the senate encourIn other action at the July
ages all organizations to hold 29 meeting:
their retreats in the state of • The senate passed unaniFlorida.
mously a bill (22-71) giving the
Aaron said this action Student Anthropological Assowould help establish a prece- ciation $175 to rent the Loch
dent.
Haven Art Center for an anAaron said he did not feel thropology symposium Aug.
the senate was making an 31.
immediate exception to that •The senate set its fall meetprecedent.
ing time at 4 p.m. Thursdays
He said the complete starting Aug. 23 (bill 22-73).
amendment made the bill en- The senate holds its meetings
tirely different.
in the University Dining

FROM PAGE4

BOOKSTORE

the Washington Hilton.
For example, students will
FROM PAGE 6
see much of their course work
shift from workbooks and texts
ness Decisions"-into a text to computer programs.
that fits their lesson plans
"There are so many new
exactly. things out there now and there
But before the decade ends, are so many things that are
students will find course mate- visionary or are in anticiparials changed even more radi- tion,» said Pamela Mills of the
cally, said some of the 130 University of Colorado bookcampus bookstore managers store. "Most ofit has to do with
who attended the National the technology coming out.»
Association of College Stores
Mills foresees smaller,
symposium, held July 22-24 at faster and cheaper computers

LOANS
FROM PAGE 6

Dallas Martin, head of the
National Association of Financial Aid Administrators, headquartered in Washington,
D.C. "We feel very comfortable
that the program will go
through."
"We're cautiously optimistic that banks won't lose any
money," added Fritz Elmendorf of the Consumer Banking
Association, a frequent critic of
the Education Department's
management of the student
loan program.
For now, federal officials
are hoping a $200 million loan
from the government-sponsored Student Loan Marketing Association to HEAF will
keep the agency, the largest of
55 guarantee agencies in the
country, afloat.
The loan should carry
HEAF into October, said Education Department spokeswoman Etta Fielek.
"We're pleased with this
arrangement because it provides a stable period dur_!ng
which negotiations can continue," Fielek said.
Yet no one is sure what will
happen when the $200 million
runs out.
HEAF, a private, non-profit
agency based in Overland
Park, Kan., has guaranteed
$8.8 billion in student loans, or

more than 17 percent of the
$51 billion student loans outstanding nationally.
Exact figures on just how
much HEAF owes banks for
loans that students haven't
repaid aren't available.
Education Undersecretary
Ted Sanders did tell the Senate Banking Committee on
July 27 that bailing out HEAF
would cost the government
about $100 million.
If the department ultimately has to give HEAF the
cash to reimburse banks, students can expect a drastic cutback on student loans,»
warned Leo Hatten, outgoing
financial aid director at Eastern New Mexico University.
"I think this is probably, on
a small scale, another S&L
type ripoff," Hatten added,
referring to the $500 billion
federal bailout of savings and
loan institutions that lost
money in part by lending
money to people who did not
repay them.
HEAF admitted its problems mostly stemmed from
making "bad" loans to students at for-profit trade
schools.
The Education Department
also is considering letting another guarantee agency take
over HEAF.
Until then, ''There's nothing
else we can do at this point
except wait and see," said Fort
Hays State's Wildeman.

ERASE ILLITERACY
t::EJ

MOVING ON
Freshman Kristine Arendt moves into a campus dorm with the help of her parents Ralph and Jan
Arendt. Kristine said her parents were "happy to get me out of the house."

ies altogether, said Cornell copyright licensing, a place to
University's Stuart Lynn, the make sure all the book and
conference's keynote speaker. magazine authors represented
Lynn predicted schools will in the new mix-and-match
soon start buying books in texts get their royalties, Lynn
coded, digital form that can be said.
"I view ourselves as being in
stored in giant computers and
the student service business,"
pulled up for use piecemeal.
When a student needs some said Connecticut's Simpson.
information, the library will "Right now that need is textscan its computer data bases, books but that will change. We
and print out the pages the need to keep ourselves focused
on why the hell we are there,
student can use.
Bookstores themselves gen- and that is to serve the stuerally will become centers for dents."

and computer software.
Because they will be so central to going to class, she
added, students will have no
option but to invest in a computer when they enter school.
Other speakers hoped the
initial cost of the computers
would be offset by charging
students less for the custom
texts they can assemble with
their machines.
In fact, the new wonder
machines may eliminate paper books from campus librar-

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS•••
REGARDING
THE PINK CARD

•

The ,15% discount on all UCF Logo
clothing in the Unversity Bookstore is
not valid during the first week of
school.

textbooks
textbooks
textbooks
.·

D(>N'T PAY TOO MUCH!!!

~

use the Alpha Phi Omega

·
~

llJJLl(D Book Exchange! ~
) sr

r.i-j
1 Center
Rm.
Housing

Olllce

:4~

August 2otll • August 24111
108111 tll ....
August 27-31 lOam tll 2pm
Mora Info? Call 281 ·5'73

Stop by ths Boak &changs Rrst!
Buy t11xtbaaks tar LESS! Ssl/ tsxtbaaks for MORE!

0

() .

· · fllfAB~
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Roadway ·Package Systelll is
accepting applications for parttim.e loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay - ·$7.00 per hour.

MARVISTAAT

ORLANDO
ARENA
NOW HIRING PART TIME

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday

BEER VENDORS
(18 yrs. or older)

SODA VENDORS

3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.NI.

(16 yrs. or older)

Earn $8.00-$12.00/hr
selling refreshments
in seating area
during Magic games

Phone
297-3715
for rriore inforniation

Applications accepted
August 20-22, noon til 6:00pm
at Orlando Arena
(West end off Paramore Ave.)
EOE/MFI-N

I

-

to an

Orlando Premiere
SHOWING
Wedne~day, August 22
8:00 p.m.

You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of "DARKMAN" courtesy of The

Central Florida Future.
Trivia Question: What was Sam Raimi's, the
director of "DARKMAN," first feature film?
Just stop by the Future news office (located next
i)

to the health Cf3nter on campus) today only and
write down the answer to the trivia question to
win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded on
a first-come, first-served basis.

•
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GOVERNMENT
FROM PAGE 9

Student newspapers demand polic_
e reports
ping and rape of a student in a
campus parking lot.
COLLEGE PR ESS SERVIC E
· On the day the matter was
to go to court, the school agreed
Two student newspapers to open the information to the
have opened battles to get journalists.
Similarly, student reporttheir schools to let them report
ers at West Virginia Univercrimes on their campuses.
In Michigan, Oakland sity in Morgantown are trying
University's student paper, to pry crime reports from the
the Oakland Post, sued the campus police department.
Many colleges argue that
universityinJune, demanding
the release of a campus police releasing such information
report about the May kidnap- about campus crimes violates
Staf! Report

The agencies keep students,
schools and lenders abreast of
federal loan regulations, and
make sure they follo w them.
When the bank agrees to
lend the student $2,500, for
example, it will take part of the
money as an "origination fee,"
send part of it to the guarantee
agency as an "insurance" payment, and write a check to the
student for the remainder.
The student uses the proceeds to pay his or her tuition.
The bank pockets the "origination fee" to cover its ex-- penses in processing the loan.
The guarantee agency puts
the"insurance"paymentinto
an account to use if it has to
reimburse a bank for money
that a student fails to repay.
When a student defaults on
a loan, the bank has to try to
track the student down to get
him or her to repay.
If the bank can't collect its
money,itcanthenasktheloan
guarantor to reimburse.
The guarantor makes sure
the lender really tried to collect the money.
lfit did, the guarantor then
pays the bank.
The agency then asks the
U.S. Department of Education
to reimburse it for the total
amount of the loan.
Yet if a guarantee agency
does a bad job by approving
loans to too many deadbeat
students, the Education Department won't reimburse the
guarantee agency for the entire amount the agency owes to
a bank.
If more than 5 percent of the
loans it guaranteed are in default, the agency can get only a
partial reimbursement from
the Education Department.
The biggest loan guarantor
in· the country, called the
Higher Education Assistance
Foundation, guaranteed too
many loans that couldn't be
collected.
As a result, the Education
Department had been reimbursing HEAF for only 80 percent of the money HEAF was
repaying to banks.
Consequently, HEAF is
paying out more money to
banks than it can collect from
students or the federal government.
Some observers fear that
local banks and credit unions,
worried that the guarantee
agencies won't have enough
money to reimburse them for
defaulted loans, will stop believing the loan money is truly
guaranteed and will consequently stop making college
loans to needy students.

NEWS
WRITERS
NEEDED!
If you are interested jn
becoming an official
rep~rter for The Gen. tral Fflorida Future.
Alease give Jenni a
·. tjall at 275-2865 or
stop by the office an~
fill out an application.
\·

the 1974 Buckley Privacy
Amen dment.
Congress is close to passing
legislation that would require
college administrators to tell
the public when crimes occur
on their campuses.
"I just want to know what
the police are doing all day,
and I want to see their records," said Dawn Miller, the
managing editor of the Daily
Athenaeum newspaper at
West Virginia.

A weekly summary she receives fron the campus police
chief has wat ered down versions of crimes.
But some crimes never
make the report at all, Miller
explained.
In February, the Statesman, the student paper at
South west Missouri State
University, sued the university to try to attain crime stats
from unwilling administrators.
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DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.
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en w o on t register wit
ective erv1ce
aren't eligible for federal student aid, job training
~
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and .fe~eral employment. Register at the post office
--~~---1 within a month of your 18th birthday. It takes
~
---_. - - :..
five minutes to fill out a simple card.
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Register with Selective Service.
It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.
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BOYS' CLUBS
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA. INC.

The Club that beats the streets.

Move 10 years ahead of the class.

The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
get you there.
With o r 2100 built-in function our
n w HP 48 X cientific Expandable
cal ulator tak a quantum Leap into
lh 21 t c ntury. Buy an HP 4 SX
b twe n Augu t 15 and ctob r 15,
1990, and HP will nd y u a fr
HP olve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
Th plug-in appli ation card alone
onta.i.ns mor than 300 i n and
engineering equation , a w 11 as
the periodic t.a.ble, a constants library,
and a multi- quation solv r. It's lik
havinga tack of reference books right
at your fing rtips.
Th HP 48 X calculator is so advan ed,
it will chang th way you solve problem for Vi r. It in tegrat s graphics
with calculu , lets you nt.er quations
the way you write th m, and doe
automati unit management.
Ch ck your campu bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators
and p ial back-to-sch ool offers.
Then ch ck ouf th calculator that
arc years ahead of th ir clas .

There is a better way.

F//dl

HEWLETT

~~PA C KARD
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notebook paper • notebook paper
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Filler Paper

Theme Books
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Stuart Hall

200 ct.
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Empire Pencils

10 ct.
for

70 ct.
for
,a
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lalilcica.a
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aarmam

Alarm Clock
in Neon Colors

Ingraham

Rubbermaid

~~ 1

•

Seymour

Laundry
Basket
Rubbermaid

Steam/Dry Iron

Scientific

Proctor-Silex

Quickie
Broom or
Sponge Mop

Ironing
Board·
Ironing Pad & 399
Cover, Mag/a . ..

Casio Calculator

ea.

#700, #50

Tucker

Shower
Liner

Pail

ea.
Medium
Sponge

Excell

Janet Lee

1!.9
AVAILABILITY Each of these
advertised Items Is required to be
readily avallable for sale at or
below the advertised price In each
Albertsons store, except as
specHlcally noted In this ad.
RAIN CHECK We strive to have on
hand sufficient stock of advertised
merchandise. If for any reason we
are out of stock, a RAIN CHECK
wlll be Issued enabling you to buy
the Item at the advertised price as
soon as It becomes avallable.
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Iraq opens doors
to news conflict;
•
•
voice
your views
This fall has the potential to become a dynamic
season of news.
Most headlines will feature, or connect in some
way, to the explosive situation in the Middle East.
As the world is balancing on the threshold of
destruction, we, as American college students, have
a front row seat to watch and learn as many historical
events unfold before our eyes.
The conflict in the Persian Gulf could become
destructive and before we know it the world could be
at war once again.
There are many arguments about U.S. involvement in the Middle East.
Some argue that the President has gone too far, too
fast. They feel we should have waited to see what
Saddam Hussein's next move would be, instead what
we hypothesized it would be.
If war erupts, these same people would argue that
we were an integral part in its evolution.
On the other hand, there are some who argue that
President Bush made tne right move to protect U.S.
interests in Sadi Arabia.
They feel that he broke his stereotype of being "a
wimp" on issues and that he made the best decision
to preserve peace in the long run.
Still a greater majority have become very angry
about the soaring prices at the gas pumps and would
like to simply see the conflict resolved as quickly and
easily as possible.
They may not offer any solutions or concrete opinions, but they still are showing concern.
Which ever argument you may side with or maybe
you've formulated your own, we have yet to hear
about any positive points of the Iraq development.
One positive point that has directly affected college students is the increased political awareness
that it has generated.
With all of the relatively stagnant political developments in the last several years, many students
have loss interest in the political welfare of the
country.
It has almost become impossible to find a nonpolitical science major who can tell you twenty
_current events of the week.
Now, at least, students are forming opinions and
taking an interest the actions of the U.S. government.
As this edition of The Central Florida Future
marks the beginning of the school year, we would like
to extend the services of the opinion pages to every
student at UCF.
Let us know how you feel about the many developments during this critical time in the world.
You can write a letter to the editor or if you have a
little more to say we will make it a campus commentary.
In the past world conflicts and wars, colleges have
been a nucleus ofreforrn and peace movements.
There is no better time than now to make UCF a
key place of involvment during this time of heightened awareness.
The student newspaper should be your voice and
reflect the views of all students. Write and submit
your views today.
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SG president plans for the future
Welcome back to all of you returning students and
welcome to those of you here at UCF for the first time.
It's obvious you made an excellent choice in choosing
Florida's best university, the University of Central
Florida.
This fall promises to be fil1ed with exciting events .
We, at Student Government, have been working
throughout the summer to bring you numerous services and activities.
Topping off the list, is the return ofThe Knightzone.
Once again, The Knightzone will be taking over the
Citrus Bowl.
This year, however, The Knightzone will be located
behind the visitors bench on the lower level. Be there
or BEWARE!
In addition to The Knightzone, a number of pep
rallies have been scheduled for our athletic teams
throughout the fall semester. So, be sure to get out and
support our "Fighting Knights."
Several programs that will benefit students will
begin on campus this fall.

• JUDICIAL JUSTICE

While reading the July 11 issue
of The Future, an article concerning the monthly meetings of the
Judicial Council stated, "The council has met twice this year."
While not completely accurate,
it does give fair representation of
the involvement of the Judicial
Branch in the affairs of Student
Government. Which, quite
frankly, has been next to zero.
First of all, the former Chief
Justice whose responsibilities outP.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
lined by statues consisted basiBusiness Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
cally of giving the Oath of Office to
new student government officials,
Editor in Chief
could not even perform this duty
Jamie Carte
News Editor
Jenn if er Offenburger with any degree of accuracy.
Secondly, the former President
Roy Fuoco
Sports Ed ltor
and
Vice-President had blatant
Confetti Editor
Steven M. Conner
Melissa Stoker disregard for rules and procedures
Copy Editor
Art Director
Brian M. Wente and that was second only to the
Photo Editor
Mike Pohl utter disrespect for myself and the
Production Manager
Lloyd Whitehead other members ofStudent Government.
Mostly, I blame myself and the ·
Tracy Torres
Office Manager
other
members of the Judicial
Ad Production Manager
Tanya Newberry
Council
for not taking the necesAdvertising Staff
Armand Cimaroli

GiitraIFloridaFuture
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We will see the start of the Drop-off Day Care Program and The Scholarship Search Service.
Expansion has also been on the agenda for Student
Government with plans in the works for an on campus shuttle system to be in operation by next fall.
Also, this fall, the Student Government Macintosh
Lab will be expanded to include additional workstations for both computers and typewriters.
And we can all look forward to UCFs Student
Union becoming a reality, with ground breaking
ceremonies set for spring.
Once again, welcome to all students and good luck
this fall.
-Jeff Laing is the President of the student body.

sary actions to rectify this ourselves.
Finally, most of the problems in
Student Government could be
solved if the students elected and
appointed to the various positions
would remember that we are not
here to stroke our own egos, but to
serve our fellow students.
Patrick C. Fletcher
Student Government Justice
computer science

•TRICOUNtYREFORMS
Tri County Transit punitively
is the public transportation bus
system for the Greater Orlando
area. So why doesn't this bus service link Orlando and its suburbs to
the area's largest employer, Walt
Disney World?
Why is there no express bus
service between Orlando the
International Drive/Florida Center/Convention Center area and
the airport?
.
Why is ther no express bus service linking downtown Orlando and

Jeff Celebre

the airport.
Most major cities in this country operate express bus service
between their city center and the
airport. But not Oralndo.
As fas as developing any first
rate mass transit system that
would remain backward and
"smalltownish."
Orlando is sticking to a bus
system with routes that were essentially the same that were developed in the 1940s and '50s to
provide transportation for domestics and other laborers from poor
neighborhoods to the most affluent ones.
.
Tri County should have already
developed express routes to move
commuters along I-4.
Rather than moving ahead and
using some innovative thinking,
Orlando and Tri County are
footdragging and lagging years
behind the times when compared
with more progressive cities.
Ron Lancaster
English
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Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Anne Decker, Cindy Farrens, Mike Prieto

Opinions expressed In The Central FlorkJa Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and lndude
the author's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and beoome the copyrighted property of the news~r. Names may be with held
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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by Charles Rudd

THEN COME
WITH US.
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SUNTAN LOTJON CHECK.
CHAIRS - .
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SFVERAL HOURS OF
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READING MATERIALCHECK
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Cable companies crack down and make idle threats
If you have been watching television lately, not
exactly an uncommon occurrence for myself, I am
sure, you probably have run across the Lawson
Lama r "Have you been stealing cable TV/you could go
to jail" commercial.
While this commercial is a moving piece of work, I
,as an avid classifier of commercials, am placed in a
bit of a quandary.
In other words, what exactly is this thing and
what is he trying to accomplish?
Is it a public service announcement?
Is it a advertisement for Cable Vision of Central
Florida?
. Is it a precampaign announcement for Lawson
Lamar?
Or, as my best guess goes, is it all three?
Try as I may, I just cannot take this commercial
• seriously.
In my opinion stealing cable television does not seem
to be as grisly a crime as, say, trafficking in crack or ,
, worse still, listening to 2 Live Crew.
Somehow, I just don't think that th e criminal
couch potato is quaking in his/her( this is an equal opportunity crime) bunny slippers.
I just can not visualize thousands upon thousands
of signal stealers looking furtively out their windows,

waiting for the cable police to come bursting in on
their house bearing channel changing warrants.
"I'm sorry sir," the cable cops would say, "but this
is quality television. Book-em Dano."
On a serious note, however, there is a larger issue
to be addressed than simply the theft of cable television.
While unauthorized cable connections do break
Yet that does not stifle the money and power for
the law, just as tapping into your neighbor's electric our elected politicians from business interests bemeter or water main would, there are greater impli- come larger and larger.
cations.
They use the media and issues, such as this one, to
Would having a privately-owned and operated capture the public's attention.
satellite dish fall under the same legislation?
The many strengths of our country have been
Could you be prosecuted for intercepting satellite traditionally based, to a great extent, on a freetransmissions?
wheeling willingness t o exchange strange, new, and,
Can information broadcasted over the airwaves be at times, repulsive ideas.
construed as proprietary information?
The curtailing of this righ t, in the age of the spoken
If this would pr ove to be th e case, the infringement and visual communication through TV and r adio, is
of business and economic interests on individual, unacceptable.
Especially as th e written word has become moripolitical rights might bring with it ou trageous costs.
Many of these costs are, or at least can be, insur- bund through a lack of competitiveness in the print
moun table, if not unforeseen.
media an d literacy of the common man in this nation.
And, as we have seen with the Lawson Lamar
commercial, the line between commercial advertise-Patrick A. Stewart is a graduate political sci.ence
ments and political endorsements is becoming fuzz- student. "Justice Planned" will run regularly on
ier and fuzzier.
Tuesdays in The Central Florida Future.
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Trip to the doctor causes much heartache and grief
© 1990 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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I started aging rapidly last week.
Until then, I had been aging steadily
at the rate of about one year per year,
with a few exceptions, such as during
the [arty where I drank bourbon from
John Cooper's shoe while standing in
the shower. When I woke up on the
lawn the next morning, I discovered
that I had aged nearly a decade.
But after that I felt pretty good
until last week, when I went for my
annual physical examination. I get an
annual physical examination about
once every six years. rm reluctant to
do it more often because of the part
where the doctor does A Horrible
Thing.
You middle-aged guys know what I°
mean. You're in the examining room,
and the doctor has been behaving in a
non-threatening manner, thumping on your chest,
frowning into your ears, etc., and the two of you
are having a normal guy conversation about how
George Steinbrenner should get, at a minimum,
the electric chair, and you're almost ENJOYING
your physical examination, when, without warning, the doctor reaches into a drawer and pulls out:
The Glove.
Suddenly you notice that the doctor looks
vaguely like Vincient Price, and the room lights are
flashing, and the music system, which had been
playing "Wonderful World," is now playing the
theme from "Jaws." And now the doctor is holding
up his hand which has grown to the size of a
mature elephant and has eight or nine extra digits,
and he's struggling to pull on The Glove, which has
developed a life of its own, snarling and writhing
like some kind of evil mutant albino squid. And
now the doctor is turning to you, his eyes glowing
like beer signs, and he's sa)ring, ''Tum around
hahahaHAHAHAHA" and you're thinking OH NO
PLEASE NOOOOOOO ...

Once I was getting examined, and when it came
time for The Glove the doctor brought in, for
training purposes, ANOTHER doctor, who happened to be a member of the extreme opposite sex,
and the two of them were back there chatting away
about various Points of Interest like a pair of
guides o~ a glass-bottom-boat tour. When it was
over, all I wanted was a grocery bag wear over my
head until I could get a new identity through the
federal Witness protection Program.
But last week I got through The Glove OK In
fact I got through almost everything; the only
problem the doctor found-this was not during the
glove exam-was excessive earwax, which in many
cultures is considered a sign of virility. So I was
feeling good, ready to schedule my next appointment for late 1996 and sprint for the exit, when the
doctor looked at my cardiogram and made that
''hmmmm" noise that doctors are taught in medical
school so they won't come right out and say "UHoh!"
"You have an abnormal cardiogram," he said.

he said a lot of stuff after that but I
missed most of it because I was
looking around the room for a good
place to faint. I do remember the
doctor gesturing at an explicit diagram of the human heart and talking
about a condition called a "branch
bundle blockage" (or maybe h e said
''bundle branch blockade"), which is
caused by the heart valves being
connected improperly to the dist ributor wires. Or something like that. I
wasn't r eally following him. I felt that
way I do when the guys at my service
station, Sal and Bill, are attempting to
explain what's wrong with my car.
"Look at this!" Sal will say, picking
up filth-encrusted object that for all I
know is a fragment of Mayan pot tery.
"Your postulation valve has no comportment!"
"No comportment at all!" affirms
Bill, genuinely disgusted that such a
thing could happen in 20th century
America.
"And look at this here!" says Sal,
thrusting the thing toward me.
"Your branch bundle is blocked!" says Bill.
No, the doctor didn't really say that. He said
that an abnormal cardiogram is perfectly normal,
and it's probably nothing to worry about, but just
in case, he wanted to schedule a test where I run a
treadmill and then they inject atomic radiation
into my body and frown at the results.
"Fine!" I said, trying to appear composed , which
was difficult because by that point I was sitting on
the floor.
So now I'm waiting to take my test, and I'm
feeling old. I'm experiencing every one of the 147
Major Warning Signs Of Heart Trouble, including
Chest pains, Shortness of Breath, Tendency To Not
Notice That The Traffic Light Has Changed and
Fear of Ordering French Fries. Also my heart has
taken to beating very loud, especially late at night.
Perhaps you have heard it. "STOP BEATING
YOUR HEART SO LOUD!" is what I am sure the
neighbors are yelling. Fortunately I cannot hear
them, on account of my earwax condition.
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Female to share furnished house.
Private bed & bath-washer & dryer.
$275 month-Includes utilities &
phone. Call 365-63501

1111.lllilll

Your room in neat house on Park Ave.
Winter Park. $285/mo + 1/3 utilities.
$250 deposit Call 64 7-3112

Alpha Phi Omega
The ONLY co-ed Service Fraternity I
Rush mtgs 8129, 9/4 & 9/5 in the S.O.L.
8pm. Book exchange 8120-8/24 in SC 217
1Oam-5pm. A Phi 0 lets U.B.U I

Female to share house with same ~nd two
children. 3bdrm 11/2 bath. Central AJC, heat,
storage, washer, dryer. Quiet country 15min.
from UCF. 195/mo. plus util. No pets.
Females only .
Days 281-5268 Eves. 365-2580 Peggy

il lctllllllltl

Female N/S $200 + 113 utl. Close to UCF.
Move in now. 679-4483 after 6pm.

The UCF Environmental Society
First meeting Fall 1990 Mon Aug 27
5:00pm at Arboretum/Greenhouse UCF
Call Sam 2n-9374 Craig 339-2653

MIF roommate needed for a 3 bedroom 2 bath
apartment within driving distance of UCF.
$180 per month+ 1/3 utilities. Call Josh or
Charlie at 677-0971.

NEWMAN CLUB
A Social, Spiritual, and Service club sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, invites all
students to an open house Wed. Aug 22 from
6pm to 9pm at the Newman House 11819
Alafaya Woods Ct. 281-4438.
UCF Tae KwonDo Club
NOW taking beginner students!
Improve Nexibility, balance, and gen. fiiness.
Learn practical self defense while having fun.
Emphasis on Art, Sport, and Self defense.
Three Black Belt Instructors. Call 365-8866 or
Ed Bldng MPR 830-1030 Mon or Th. Do itl It
is good for you.
SAS
Hay pres. John-Paul. Welcome back. How
was Eur? We hope that you are ready for a lun
fall sem.

2b/2b apt. 1 mi. from UCF Wash/Dry, dishwasher, CHA, Patio,· celling fans. $450 3657532.

Liberal-minded male seeks non-smoking liberal-minded MIF to share apt. Goldenrod
area. Please call Mark.at 894-5 190 ASAP
Female to rent 2 bdrm 2 bth apt,
Univ. & Goldenrod, $300 +Imo. 677-5421

~~~!~~!!-~~ 1111r11ras11
Vaulted ceilings Dbl Gar, nicely
landscaped, Pvt fence, 1136 Sq. Ft. $72500
Firm 365-7178

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Your area. (1)805-687-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 for current repo list.
1969 Volvo 144 AIC, 4sp with OD
$1100 281-3604 (day) 365-9253(evening)
Sleeper couch $75 Bookcase $50
Coffee table and end tables $50
OBO Call Chris 282-8781 leave message.

Townhome near UCF 2bdrm 2.5bath no pets.
$450. Prudential Gallagher Properties. Dents
644-5385 or 423-1 627

RESUMES-Writing and development services by resume consultant with 9 years of
experience. For details by mail , Call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.

•
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366·
0538.

Waterbed (50) Trundle Bed w/sheets {150)
Dining table/ 4 chairs (150) Stereo/spkrs (100)
Dresser (75) Kirby vacuum clnr/ attachmts
(60) Desk (15) Wicker Chair (20) Phone
Clock/Radio Blankets Sheets Misc. Call 6574945 Greg or Beth

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,000/year income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. TV-5780

*

Fast * Professional
Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

EASY WORK ! EXCELLENT PAY !
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-641-8003 Ext. 2568
Dental Recep Afternoons/Some Sats.
Goldenrod office 6n-8888
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potenhal.
Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5780

Good Luck Sig-Ep and Delta Gamma.
Wewanttowishyou all the best in Fall 90. We
are very proud of you and we know you will be
the #1 fraternity and sorority for 90-91 .
Lo.Ye Always, Paul & Lori.
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MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

Wanted: Advertising Manager
All you need is common sense and leadership
skills.
Excellent Payl
Call the Central Florida Future X2601
and ask for Thomas.

Computer for sale 10MHZ 640K 20MEG EGA
optional. Call Bill 679-5575.

1985 RenaultAlhance LX Red Conv. Tan top,
5 speed, AC, good cond $1800 Call 658-1557
or 896-4426

•

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! CRUISESHIPS
AND CASINOS NOW HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! Call (1)602-838-8885 Ext. Y-5780.

ATIENTION : EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! $32,000/yr. Income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780

Room, Furn., nonsmoker, clean ,, quiet WID,
new house mature serious person. Call 3665271 . $200 mo. + 1/3 util.
Roommate wanted: Spacious, 2br/2bth, Pool,
Jacuzzi, wash/dry, clean, respons ible, male or
female, only 6 miles from UCF , $290 + 112.
Call John 678-1848.

Earn 20% on everything you sell!
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call The Central F/prida Future and ask for Thomas or Donna 2752601

ATIENTION: GOVERNMENT JOBS-YOUR
A REA I $17 ,840-$69,485. Call ( 1)602-8388885, Ext. R 5780.

For Sale: Sofa/Chair dusty rose very good
condition #275-9902

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS I AIRLINES NOW
HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! $17,500-$58,240
Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. X5780

1

Couch, Loveseat, Bed, Cheap I Good condition call 696-2499-Peggy after 5pm.

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.

ATIENTION: GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
(1)602-838-8885, Ext. A-5780

$ _ __

Insertion Dates:

D TUTORS
0 SERVICES
D FOR SALE
D OTHER
0 TYPISTS
0 AUTOS
0 LOST & FOUND
0 LONELY•'s
D HELP WANTED
D ROOMMATES
0 PERSONALS
0 CARPOOL
0 WANTED
0 FOR RENT
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word .

D GREEK CORNER
D CLUB INFO
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Advertise in the Central Florida Future.
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Your Off Campus Bookstore
..

*

•

'

*To rush around, grabbing books, praying for USED copies!!!
WE HAVE MORE NEW AND USED UCF BOOKS THAN EVER BEFORE!
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
·BACKPACKS

• HALLMARK CARDS
• UCF CLOTHING

GOLD

•STUDY GUIDES
·JOSTENS CLASS RINGS

Black and
gold sweatshirts
$9.95

RING

Quality Outdoor Gear
Full time Warranty

Writing Tablets

SALE

5x8 3 for 99¢
81/2x11

3 for $1.75

Backpacks
$5.00 off

Order your college ring NOW.
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Representative in store Aug. 22-24, 10-Sp.m.

UNIVERSITY BLVD.
AT ALAFAYA TRAIL
658-4612

Duffie Bags
was $28.00
Now $9.95

17

GIACONE
FROM PAGE 23

throw him the ball," McDowell
said.
Both Giacone and Balasis
starred in football and wres·
tling in high school.
"I wrestled since I was
seven years old," Giacone said.
"I went to the state tournament in my junior and senior
years."
Balasis also wrestled in
high school. He was a region
champion at Forest Hills High
School.
"I like wrestling. It is a
tough sport. We might still
have had a wrestling team at
UCF had there been another
NCAA team in Florida,"
McDowell said.
Gooch believes with the
versatility in the Knight offense, UCFs ground game can
be devistating.
"The fact that we can do that
[conservative running game]
helps our defense," Gooch said.
"We also have that wide-open
style. That tires out opposing
defenses as they run around
the field chasing our receivers.
Then we put Giacone and
Balasis back in and they blow
them out."

Mike PohliCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A LEG UP
Defensive back Walter Gibson has his leg examined for injuries after bruising it during Saturday's scrimmage. Gibson bruised his
ribs Friday when he tried to stop sophomore running back Willie English.

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
60minutes
of long distance.
fur free.
Movies. Videos.
And more.
fur less.

IntroducingA1&T

Student Saver Plus.
If you're an off.campu
rudent, it11 be <..>asi 'r to gc[
through colleg ~ thi year.
&.'Cause "T&T has put

cogeth ·r a
program of

products <tn<l
service that

can a e
you money.

cown.

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.
With the AT&T Reach

Out' America Plan;
you'll t savings
24 hours a ~ 7 days

Call from
anywhere to
anywhere:

a week. Including 25%
off our already low
evening pri

-

We'll give you a
free rfl&I' Calling Card,
even if you don't have a phone.
So you'll be able to make a call
from almo t any phone and
have it billed to you, wherever

you live.

To enroll in the Al8iT Student
Saver Plu programs that are right
for you, or to get Lhe best value
in long di tance ervice, call us.
They just might be the mo t profitable electives you'll ever take.

Keep your
roommates

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

in line.

college life a little easier.

A1&I Helping make

We'll separate

ATs.T

The right choice.
• This servlcx: may not be available In residence halls on your campus.
.. Olsoount appUes to out·Df·state calls direct-dialed 5- 10 pm, Sunday- Friday.

•

lt> 1990AT&r
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omputer Store
-.
Sale
•
•
•

D
•

App~has~the

Macintosh SE:

prices ofifs mcN popu-

Jndxles lMBofMmny
(expaodabJeto 4MB),
ironitor, keyboonl,

lar MaciotOOlMoclefijust
in titrefurthe new
school year. Start out
right by reserving the
Ma i1 lfl l'ih ofyour
choice. One roukl be
waitingi>r)Ullwhen
)Ullarrive on dlmpllS in
thefaR

~ooeL44MB

IDIIDSuperDrire, 20.\m
Hard.Drive, 2 serial
ports, external drive
port, SCSI port, System
Software, a00Hypercard.

•

•

D

The lo"W"est Prices Ever for
Apple Macintosh Personal Cotnputers.
Moch*'sh~

~Prlre

1. 1 MB Mfnny, .1 (ffX)K) Fq:w Drive, arrl Keylxllld .......................................................................... $1W.OO

Md*JsbSE
2 1 MB~ 1 (1.44lvIB) FDIID Fq:w Drive, 2l\t1B Hard Drive arrl Keylxllld ............................. $:n;ROO
3. 2 MB Mfnny, 1 (l.44MB) FDIID Fq:w Driye, 40MB Hard Drive, arrl Keylxllld ............................ $3193.00

$J.2CX}oo

$1531.oo

M¥'inDib SF/30
4. 1 MB~ 1 (1.44lvIB) IDIID f1q:>py Drive, 4<MB Hard Drive arrl Keylxllld ..................... ~ ....... $4168.00
5. 4 MB Mfnny, 1 (l.44MB) IDIID f1q:>py Drive, 00.MB Hard Drive, arrl Keylxllld ............................ $93)3.00
6.ADDANIMAGf.WRilERllPRINllRANDINIERFME CAR.ElOANYSEORSF/30 ............... $()25.00

$2Z7100

$3051.00
$46).00

. Quantities are Iltnited, So Reseive Yours Today!
I"r~~~----~-----------------,
'7"~f
lam imerestedin btiyiog a11Appk!
. J

Seadyour
. Corifilmatbos to:.

UniVb.-slty of c.entraIFlorlda
' Attn.· ~Super Sale

I .I.~

~

1. MadmID Plis
I":,:, 4 Madriaih SF;?,O HIY!)

2. MadrirID SE I-ID X>
3. Ivfadrra;h SE HOO
5. Madriaih SF;?,O HCffi
6. Jo:ia~ II Printer
farn mm w ccn-J1..tE1 cu.;c1 w J11t.IE1
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To make a purchase)'OU must be a full-time student, (enrollfd in at~ 6 credit
hours), 13cultyor staffmember ofthe Universityof CentralFbrlda.
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1990 Women's
Volleyball Schedule

1990 Men's Soccer Schedule ·

Date
Aug.31Sept. 1

Opponent
Time
USF Preview Classic
TBA
(UCF, USF, Nevada, Furman,
and East Michigan)

Date
Sept. 2.

Opponent
Alumni .Game*

Sept. 8

Drake

Sept. 7

Western Illinois

7:30

Sept. 12

South Florida

Sept. 14-15

Jacksonville Tournament

TBA

Sept. 15

Georgia Southern

Sept. 18

Skagit Valley College*

7:30

Sept. 16

Nova

2:00

Sept. 24

Rollins

7:30

Sept. 19

Tampa

4:00

Sept. 26

South Florida

7:30

Sept. 27

Stetson

5:00

Sept. 29

Florida International

3:00

Sept. 29

Navy (@USF)

TBA

Oct. 3

Tampa

7:30

Sept. 30

Central Connecticut
(@USF)

TBA

Oct. 7

Florida International

1:00

Oct. 2

Metro State

Oct. 9

Stetson

7:30

Oct. 10

Oct. 12-14

Conference Mini
TBA
Tournament (@SW Louisiana}

Oct. 16

Florida Southern

Oct. 19-21

Conference Mini
TBA
Tournament (@Louisiana Tech)

7:30

Oct. 24

South Florida

7:30

Oct. 29

Rollins

7;30

Nov. 2-3

TBA
Conference Mini
Tournament (@Pan American}

Nov.10

Texas El Paso

7:30

Nov. 13

Stetson

7:30

Nov. 16-18

TBA
American South
Conference Tournament
(@Arkansas)

1990 Women's
Soccer Schedule

Time
2:00
2:00

Date
Aug.31

Opponent
Florida International

Time
5:00

4:00

Sept. 1

Wisconsin-Green Bay
(@FIU)

4:00

Sept. 2

Alumni Game

4:00

Sept. 9

Barry

3:30

Sept. 21

Santa Clara

7:30

Sept. 23

California-Berkeley

1:00

Sept. 24

San Fransisco

2:30

Sept. 29

Rutgers

Noon

2:00

Sept. 30

N. E. Missouri State

Noon

Florida International

7:30

Oct. 3

George Mason

4:00

Oct. 13

Oakland (@Rollins)

TBA

Oct. 5

Radford

TBA

Oct. 14

FIT (@Rollins}

TBA

Oct. 7

North Carolina

TBA

Oct. 19

James Madison (@FIU} 6:00

Oct. 8

George Washington

TBA

Oct. 20

Barry (@FIU)

6:00

Oct. 13

Savannah

Noon

Oct. 24

Jacksonville

3:30

Oct. 21

Brevard C.C.*

Noon

Oct. 27

Rollins

7:30

Oct. 25

Colgate

3:00

Oct. 31

Florida Atlantic

3:30

Oct. 27

Creighton

2:00

Nov. 3

Eckerd

2:00

Oct. 28

Massachusetts

1 :00

. 2:00

Bold denotes home game
*exhibition

Bold denotes home game
*exhibition

Bold denotes home games

* exhibition

EXERCISE YOUR FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
We want your opinion.
The Future's opinion section is a forum to
voice your concerns and gripes.
Write a letter or commentary.
Get involved.
Send your letters to: The Future Opinion, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816

MARVISTAAT

ORLANDO
ARENA

NOW IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES

Positions available

NEXT TO UC6 CINEMA.

(only hiring those 18 yrs. or older)

Buy any sub & medium drink and
purchase your UC6
movie ticket for $1. 00 off regular
price or student price.
Good anytime for any movie.

• Concession stand managers
• Concession stand workers
•Distribution/warehouse
• Kitchen prep I cooks
(full time $7-$8/hr.)

Earn $6.10-$5.00/hr.
Great part-time jobs at Arena with flexible schedule.
Most events occur evenings and weekends. Ideal job
for those with full time jobs, homemakers active
retirees, students~ or anyone interested ub extra
income.
Applications accepted
August 20-22, noon til 6:00pm
at Orlando Arena
(West end off Paramore Ave.)

Offer good only at Soblk's of University Shoppes. One ticket per person.
Not valid with any other discount or coupons.

.------------.,..---------_-,
I BUY ONE SUB,
; GET ONE for 99¢
I Of Equal or less value JJ!I>..

I

=
I

$1.00 OFF
I
ANY SUPER SUB! :
With purchase~~ I

:I :!~~~~~~se of~=
~~a~~~k. r~l I
!i~I]~ ~ C: :i I
~? I
soft drmks.

I

I

Off., only 1tSab1k'1_olUn""'"'llJShOf'pH. E.ptN• Oct 31, 1990.
One CO\lpai pu Plnof\. Not wl'd with •"'ii olhu dbco.mlt °' co.ipom.

Oller only 1tSab1k'1 o/Un!vmlllJSOOppu. Ex?h• Oct St. 1990.
Cha mupal par JJl.non. Not "'1kl wtth &1llJ Dlhtr dl11CO.&ntl or caJpau.

L-----------L----------~
I

EOE/MFHV

I

~hone 277-0602 for call ahead orders.

(.

The e~ntral (Florida

Future ' ~ugust' ~1,' 1'99o 2'1 .
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Responsibilities:

Petitions pick up: .

• Allocating a 1.9 Million Dollar
Budget.
• Direct Representation of the
Students from each College.
• Lobbying the Local & State
Governments for Higher
Education Issues.
• A Representative Voice of the
Student Body with the
Administration, Faculty ,and
Staff.

• Monday

August 27th
at 9:00 am

Elections in the Fall of 1990:
• Tuesday
• Wednesday

Sept.18th
Sept.19th

All Election Times
will be from

10:00 am until 7:00 pm

For more information contact Student Government at 275-2191 or stop by
Student Center 155.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!!
•

Date
August 20th
August 21st

When
Monday
Tuesday

Time
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Location
University Dining Room
University Dining Room

• Please come both nights
• Dress is casual

RUSH SCHEDULE
Parties
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

1

Date
August 22nd
August 23rd
August 24th
August 25th
August 26th

Times
7 pm-9 pm & 10 pm-12am
7 pm-9 pm & 10 pm-12am
8 pm-1 am
12 pm-5 pm & 8 pm-1 am
12 pm-5 pm

• Go to Fraternity Rush Tables on the Green for .detailed information

· BID PICKUP
When
Monday
Tuesday

fl l

Date
August 27th
August 28th

~t,RN1r,.o.

i'
~
~-s

Location
SC 214
SC 214

Time
11 am-2 pm
11 am-2 pm

1111

If you have any questions about Rush, call 275-2072
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1990 Football Schedule
Date
Sept. 1

Opponent
Troy State

7:00

Sept. 8

Eastern Kentucky

7:30

Sept. 15

Bethune Cookman

7:00

Sept. 22

Memphis State

8:30

Sept. 29

Kentucky State

7:00

Oct. 6

Samford

2:30

Time

Oct. 13

Open

Oct. 20

Georgia Southern

7:00

Oct. 27

Southern llllnols

7:00

Nov.3

Liberty

7:00

Nov.10

Slippery Rock*

1:30

Nov.17

Texas Southern

8:00

1990 Women's Golf
F·a ll Schedule

1990 Cross Country
Men's and Women's
Schedule
Date
Sept. 8

Date
Sept. 20-23

Site
Tournament
Tallahassee
Florida State
Lady Seminole

Sept. 28-30

Lady Sunshine Daytona

Opponent
Tampa CollegeEckerd

Time
8:30 am

Sept. 15

U Miami Invitational

8:00

Oct. 11-14

Beacon Woods Tampa

Sept. 22

Bethune Cookman,
Rollins, Stetson

8:30

Oct. 26-29

Lady Lamar

Oct. 6

FSU lnvitational8 a.m.

Nov. 10-13

Pat Bradley Inv. Miami

Oct. 13

UF Invitational

5:00

Oct. 19

SFU State
Championship
(@Tampa)

5:00

Oct. 29

A.S.C. Championships 8:00

'

Beumont, Texas

The Women's Golf team will complete its
1990- 91 season in the spring of 1991.
The schedule is yet unannounced.
The Men's fall schedule will be published in Thursday's paper.
.

*Homecoming

Bold indicates home game

.

If you're not
recycling,
you!lre throwing
it all away.

'

W~l'ITEI:>
The Central Florida Future is now accepting
applications for Production Assistant

A reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're throwing away a lot more than just your
trash. You and your community can recycle.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDFRecycling, 257 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10010. for a free brochure that will tell you everything
you need to know about recycling.

NEEDED SKILLS: a working knowledge of the Macintosh
Pagemaker system and a good eye for design.

Call Lloyd or Jamie at 275-2865

IT'S ABOUT TIME!
Central Florida's newest Nature's Table opens this week at University Shoppes

.tf'-'Y•Jut«.Crw.hed~t

1A1: s...it. >w1$a"ftll'J,... f ,.,,'-

STRAWB!JalT BLITZZR
·- Sl ~t

8l1WluandH1· ProLl!1nPO'Vioder

l &ff'tU FnmPmc:t\. Str t wbcmc&.

S l~STA

FLORlDA HURRICANE
'·irpa~a

SANDWICHES

BU!llV:JED JUICE DRINKS

Fil-PROTEIN SHAK&S
H.AWAIIN CRUSH

hucc., Sua ..... bcmes. Bat\.lt\.llJ and H1·Protcv. Po•do----

S1.19

~~·.1 Ju.:.t.~unhm'if't

lhnm11.

- - - - - 11.1'

A PPLE SURPRlSE

STRAWBERRY DREAM
I< Lo• Fu Mrlk. Stt1•bcma. Bona.-w and Ho- Pro1e1n PO'*dcr..

S t.19

1•< 1u1 a .ndSu •-.t'tntc \

IL7t

Fru h Or&111c JUK"C. Pap.ya hucc.. CNJhcd r ~ upplca . _ _ _.. _..... .

fruh G""""' Pam• Buucr. l'k Lo• F11Milk. R1 • Heney, 8111..w
ml Hr· Pro1<:tn Po•11lc •• - · - - - - - - - ··---·····

SJ .3'

SURVIVAL KlT

-·

Sl.89

BANANA.SMOOTHIE
f m h 8on&nu. l'lo Lov Fat Mill<. R1• Honq and H•·Pror.. n Powtl<r .••. SI.ff

SUNRISE
Fruh Oran1c Ju.u, P1pmya Juice, S11n •banu .-- - ..- - -

Pr:mpplc Co<onu1 lvroc . Crwhcd PrnupplcL 81111111u
VIII H1-Protoin Powda---·-·-······-··---- -..·---·.. ·----.. -·......... St.39

DIETDEUGHT
I~ Low Fat Milk. Non fa.I Milk. Whq. Nutruwee:L. Chocol11t end
Yuu U1 (ONLY90 CALORIES~ .. --·······-·····-···--·-···-························ Sl.89

FROZEN

---···

Fmh Com>t lure<. null C•l<ry, Grom Br.lJ Pcppn.

SHAKES
S..-Ji ondCramy
LOWFAT FROZE)I; YOGURT
Colombo Yoaurt nlcndod whh
Iii Low Fat Milk ...S Fnoir
AflPll • nah 81N1111 • C110b • Cocomn • 0.11111•
Ctmc:vla:c • Str1wlxrri • P111upplc • P..ch

ToniOol T\#\a.Pad.du SfTI'\1W•<t, Bkndred•l\hl..lu'! ,~
and Cctcr~ . Toonx: • "' •1h l...c-u\IU T a a-.! " dal!a Sproua •

_

SJ.i.19

CHE&St
lmporl<d O...,h Crum H1•1111 0.<'C. Torpnl •1111 l<tlll<C,
Tam.toa. Alllll1 Sl'""'ts IUld MbW1d..
Cahlomu A•oc:..SO.. Sloet<I CU<Umb<n. Tori- ••:Ii L<tnr<c.
Tamoto. and Allall1 Sprou

$1 .19

CARROTS &: CHEDDAR CHEI:SE

S1.!19

NATURAL FRUIT JUICES
P1psyL_ "_.,, ..... _ .. __ ,_, ..._.......
Apple- ..•. •... ·-·· ·--·••·•·----Huvt>1 Punch ········--·····--·..- ··Fmh Or1111c ........ _., . .. ........_,__
Fmh C1110c...... .. ... _ ___,,,,,, __,

.70
.70
.70
1.24
t.20

M<d

Lg.

.IM
.94
.9~

1.20
1.20
1.20

I.SS
I.SS

l.119
1.!19

SJ.l.O

Van.ill• • Chocolate •

re&n \U Buucr • Sua• bc.trv • Puuchio
Rulxny • f<1< h • Hluclxrry • 81111n1 ; ETC.
tCtoccl. for Doili FJ,. 011)

$1.89

Cal olomll Cam>11. Bl<ndcd ...U. A,od ~ C"llcr>c. i rf'ldl
.,.rtli L<llll<1 . Tom•:o<J ond Allall1 Sp-outs
_
_

all .,. Homc."1\Wc. lluu
- - . Cup Jl..<t

Bowl Sl.89

Ou:
n .11, ..,;. •l"::"h:I \!Ilk&,,.,.. Ocioaoiu Rlcnd cl Bwu,
F:nb \ ~rtul.· IC.l.. havaru Cncac ad Spcu. T~ • 1tr.
\1.ticd C!>«IC.r Cbct. - ··----·---C•; ~l.S9

Bo~ t $1.119

BOWL OF" CHILI

LL~ 1. ·

SJ.69

Ftun £rr H 1~c..: •1L'1 Uk

M•"'°

Tf'MhlH'I:.;.. Gia..,. h: ~ T~

·- .U.11'1

,.,!!-: F"~ Cn«'<- - - .. --_._.,_.,__

S:.79

TACO SALAD
S.~-"9

J:mntn~!! Vt.ltJ'I C'IUt s:;IU"\0\.1)
\ ' ti::.l•nll!1~n., --w! 1 OJ~ "''lU. Cheuo.n en~~"
s~~
£.'lC

i

):T';U\:'

an.::

G~t.Co.,.C~.1p1_ ...... _ . --··----- .. ~

_ ··-· ·---............ $3.4!:

F'RUIT SAU.D

C'tlery arid. tut\ard.

TOflPC d wul l.C' f'Uec TMi•lnu tnJ Alb!' &~f'l'•t\lt•

l< '\. . Cl"C1~1, ~. Grttr.Bc!t PC';-pcf . Yc-1 1··,. 5'fuasl'-..
t.nd..:r~lt.ai ·-· ._....... Sl.19

Alf&l fa Stm"JUu.Zucct..ru.C"wtt\.twrtirc.lin

GREEK S.ALJJ)

fR_.h 1..ur~""'t

EGC SALAD

of r'°' 0..

RJ\R\'t:ST SALAD

DATE AND NUT
D1U) h c.lh Crum ChccJc.. Blended .,uh Dasci and \\ atnw -.... ..

U .'49

Lo ~ a, i-rcVit)

s1 ...~ fnrn tS.....'Onal) ...-

...... - ........ _ ._

........... - ..... s1 •.io

PEANUT BUTTER A.-.,1> JELLY OR BANANA
Frc.a h Ciro\lnd Pu.nut Buua and You: Choice 1.1C Ehhc: Prt1tf'\ n
or Dananu ................ - .............- ............... --. ·····- ·· ·--·....·--·---· 11.2!11

FROZEN YOGURT
MlnL ...................... . ............. _ ................................... _ •. ......
Small ..................... ................................................... - ...... - ..............
!Mac., •••••••• •••••••••·•••••••"•••••••••-•• ••••• ••·••••••••••• ••oo•-•• ••o•• • • ••·••• •••
Tu1y Toppins•···· ...·--·-····· ...... ,.... _ .......................................E.u1

YOGURT

TUNA

$1 .1'

GARDEN DE.LITE

Sm.

COCONUT CRUSH

SOUPS
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SUNBURST
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SOUPS and SALADS
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cmCKEN SALAD
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PITO BURRITO

p,,.

N1Nral Whole Whc:11
Drud s.. rred wuh v.,.w1 .. Chll1
ond Topped w111i Tom1 IO<l, Allall1 Spn11111 11\d Lots of Cheddor
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SHruMP

Shrimp Blended whh C•l•ry. UIL M1yo. Sallionl. Spices.
Topped •'>Iii u l!Uce, Toma.,.. .00 Allll/1 Sprouu ......- ...................... ....S.l..59

Nature's
Table
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FROZEN YOGURT
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FREE

Mini yogurt
with purchase of
sandwhich and
iced tea
GOOD UNTIL 9/30/90
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12273 University Blvd.
University at Alafaya.
Phone 381-4663
Fax 381-4672
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Lights,
camera,
action!

•

JONES
FROM PAGE 28

G

The Central ·F lorida Future

is searching for a few good
photograpers to cover
campus, community and
sporting events.
Apply today! For more information and an
application, call Mike or Jamie at 275-2685.

r-------------------1
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COUPON
I ~ Van Winkle Futons
I
" I
I
I
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~
~

I

1271 S. Semoran Blvd. (Lk. Howell Sq.) Casselberry

I

I

I

Student Pine Bo-Ling Sofa Bed $99
plus $20 off Futon Mattress w/coupon
Easy to move, comfortable, affordable
It makes a sofa/bed/ or lounge chair

~sa/ Mas~ ~~'.'.'.:_rican~pres~ash Plan~ !h.679-777~

I
I

J

•
There's nothing like Legend and
Lady Legend! The mosl unique
colI ge rings ever dcsigncdonl y <1vailablc from ArtCarvcd.
111is popular prolessional lo(lk
o ffer more wayc; lo per.. n....-7.~~
ali1c your college ri ng.
on ·1 ucl ay- visit your
A11 arvcll re prcscn1a11 ve llunng llus
:-.pccial sale~ event
lo sec Legend and

quarterback spot became wide
open. Much more is expected
from Jones, and Jones said he
expects more from himself.
"I feel a little more responsible," Jones said. "Before, I
would play just so the coaches
could take a look at me to see
what I could do. Now they're
lookingforme to take charge."
Both Jones and Johnson
had success last year running
offense. Jones led the team
twice in rushing [Rudyball]
and threw touchdown passes
to lead the Kpights to a comefrom-behind victory over No. 4
Eastern Kentucky, 20-19.
Johnson completed 10 of 17
passes when UCF defeated
Liberty 33-30. Liberty was
ranked in the top 20 at that
time.
Jones said the problem he
has had thus far is in finding
consistency. He said the competition among the quarterbacks is friendly "but very
competitive."
"Everybody wants to start,"
Jones said. "Nobody wants to
sit on the bench. You have to be
ready when it's your chance."
Taking the pressure off the
quarterbacks is an experienced offensive line and a
stable of talented running
backs. But both Jones and
Johnson must overcome their
lack ofheight to be productive.
"They both have the same
big weakness," McDowell said.

"They can't see on the dropback game. That would give
Travis [Peeples] an advantage
ifhe would show us something.
Someone has to execute.
"We should be capable on
the passing game. We want to
throw when we want to, not
when we have to."
Peeples has looked poised at
quarterback. On Thursday, he
led the offense to a score in
two-minute drills-something
Jones and Johnson had
trouble doing.
Until Jones weighs in at his
prescribed weight, Johnson
will practice with the first
string offense. The only clue

McDowell will give about who
the number one quarterback
will be is whoever practices
with the first string the week
prior to the opener against
Troy State on Sept. 1. That
leaves one week for one of the
quarterbacks to step forward
and take charge.
Football Notes: UCF will
have their anual Black-Gold
scrimmage Friday night at the
Citrus Bowl at 7:30. Students
will get in free with valid Student IDs. Last year's game was
held at Oviedo High School
due to the construction at the
Citrus Bowl. Tickets for nonstudents will be $2.00

the many other

styles available.

JI RT(/I RVEJ2
Aug: 201h-22nd, 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. al the Univesi1y Bookstore·
$150.00 deposi1 required

I
I
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HP 48SX
Scientific
Expandable
Calculator
HP's quantum leap

into the 21st century.
Move 10 years
ahead of the
class with the
new

HP 285
Advanced
Scientific
Calculator

The popular HP 285 - the
perfect choice for students
taking collcg"' algebra and
cakuJus.

HP 48SX

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Come try it today.

I IP calculators the best for your success

• 1lus nffc~ is good on purchase5 JllJde
between Augusl 15, 1990 and
October 15, 1990. Ask for I !P's
"Lmuted time only" coupon

We also stock all other Hewlett Packard calculators,
supplies & accessories as well as Hewlett Packard
laser toner cartridges.
'

F"/,'f!.~ HEWLETT

&,:

r.a PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
~ . Calculator & Computer ~~'

fli:lll

2916 Corrine Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

'b~'tlr;:,

L-------------------~

· Chariea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE:

Junior quarterback Ron Johnson fights off ·a tackle during fall practice. He started at quarterback
against Liberty last season and led the Knights to victory.
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Young players hold the key for men's soccer
Headcoach Bill Barker hopes change in attitude will mean change in fortune as team prepares for new season
by Hunter Daus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If you wonder what the biggest change would be. in the
men's soccer team this season,
the answer would have to be
attitude.
"We're in the process of
trying to change the ways
some things are done on the
men's side," Head Coach Bill
Barker said.
He said he is hoping to have
people who are not only interested in the recreational aspects of the game, but people
who want to win and feel proud
to carry the school colors.
Barker said the change in
attitude is necessary after a
disappointing 6-10-2 record
last year. Barker attributes
the bad season to the obvious
inexperience the team had.
"We had a lot of young kids
who were basically cutting
their teeth on Division I soccer," Barker said.
The team consisted of only
four seniors, a couple ofjuniors
and several sophomores and
freshmen.
Barker also said last season
was their toughest schedule to
date, having played three top
20 teams.
Assistant Coach Robert
Heileman said he agrees with
Barker's decision to undergo a
change in attitude, and he is
optimistic it will help the team
play better together.
"I think we re going to be
more of a team-oriented team,"
1

Charle• Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Assistant Coach Dan Cordin drills goaltender John Gildey during practice last week. Headcoach Bill
Barker hopes a change of aMude will lead to more wins for the men's team.

Heileman said. "Last year we
just had a couple of guys that
were 'stars.' This year there
are no 'stars' out here."
Once again the team is
young and inexperienced.
Barker said the team must
learn from the mistakes they

made last year. The younger
players must be able to play
well and do so consistently.
"Last year our consistency
was really hurting," Barker
said. "Unlike the women's
team, the experienced players
on the men's team just are not

enough to carry the team unless the younger players can
perform at the top of their
game."
The next season or so is
going to be a transition phase
for the team in order to get
things back in full gear. The

team is primed and ready to
reach their goal for this season
which is to get themselves
back into the top 10.
"There is no reason for us
not to be top 10 in the South
every year," Heileman said.
Barker is confident that the
problems the team suffered
last year will make the team
all the more ready for this
year.
He said that the inexperience should not be as much of a
problem this season.
"I think we're going to have
a pretty good team on the field
and we have a fairly easy
schedule thisyear,"junior Rob
Sasser said, "so I don't think it
[the inexperience] is going to
affect us that much."
Barker stressed that a big
help can come from the students themselves.
He said that the team needs
a lot of fan support to help the
younger players build up confidence.
"We are certainly hoping
that the student population
here at school comes out and
supports the program this
year to get the team back on a
winning track," Barker said.
Soccer Notes: The men's
team opens its season at home
against Drake on Sept. 8. The
Knights will play their first
five games at UCF before
going on the road.
Prior to the opener, both the
men and women's team will
play in the annual alumni
game on Sept. 2.
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CAB:::: ·

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES .BOARD
Welcome back to UCF, from CAB! In order to get the
semester off to a great start, the UCF Campus Activities Board presents ...

WELCOME BACK WEEK

'v10VlESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVlESMOVlE~

All movies are FREE to students, and are shown in the
Student Activities Center
(Wild Pizza) at 7 pm & 9 pm,
unless otherwise noted.

August 26-31

Sunday & Monday, August 26 & 27 • 7 & 9 pm • Wild Pizza

~

,.

MOVIE: Flashback

Tues., August 21 (6·45 & 9 pm)
Hunt/or Red October

Tuesday, August 28 • 9 pm • Wild Pizza

..

'·

'

Thurs., August 23
Rude Awakening

COMEDIAN: Walli Collins
'

Wednesday, August 29 • 11 am • Student Center Green

BAND: jab Sons of Babylon

':

:

~

Sun. & Mon., August 26 & 27
Flashback

·,,
:·

Wednesday, August 29 • 9 pm • Wild Pizza

SINGER: Jane Powell

;.:

MOVIE: Pretty Woman

;..
I'<
I:,.

1 ~,::

Thurs., August 30
Pretty Woman

I·

'v10VIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVlESMOVlESMOVIESMOVlEE
..

,·•,

Thursday, August 30 • 7& 9 pm • Wild Pizza

;

:..
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.. ··,·:. \::

~ ·.
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r:
. . ;·

~

}···

'·

To get the latest on events, call
the CAB Hotline: 275•4UCF.
To get involved with CAB, call the
Student Center: 275•2633.
...1v., ....-""'
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• Daily Beer + Lunch Specials
•Oysters+ Buffalo Wings
• Big Italian Combo
• Famous Cheese Steak
• Footlongs
• Knightstalker (2 foot sub!)
University

UCF
CAMPUS

~ .

•

Blvd.

>.eo:·-

~~

~r:

<

E. Hwy 50
Colonial

Publix Plaza
l*All Pro I

FOR DELIVERY
11 am - 11 pm M • F

658-SUBS
11881 E. Colonial

Colonial + Alafaya in the Publix Plaza

SUN.- BOYS NIGHT OUT
$2.00 PITCHERS
8:00 TO CLOSE
MON.- MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL
$3.00 PITCHER,
YOUR TEAM SCORES, WE POUR
TUES.- "TWIST THE BONE
SUCK THE MEAT'' NITE
20¢ WINGS
WED.- 25¢ BEER 8-11
$3 PITCHERS AFTER 11:00
THURS.- CHALKTALK
WI UCF COACHES
FRI.- 25¢ BEER 2-4
2-1 BEER4-8
SAT.- BLADDER BUST
PRE-GAME PARTY
4:00 UNTIL .•.

You Are Cordially Invited
To Attend A Free &minar On

LfiW SCttOOL fiDMISSIOttS
ORLANDO
Holiday Inn - UCF AREA
Thursday, August 23, 1990@ 7:00 P.M.
...

Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include: When and where to apply;
· admission criteria of top programs; how to make your letters of recommendation count; what
schools look for in your personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready
for the LSAT exam. ·

CALL BfiR/BRI AT 1-800-777-EXAM
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT
Classes in preparation for the
LSAT exam begin on August ·28 and September 5

, .. t \

,. ,. ,. " • ~

..

~

" .....
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IMS 'super team' formed
Rec services hopes to increase UCF student participation
''This is to get more people involved."
by Roy Fuoco
Two of the most important duties of the
SPORTS EDITOR
supervisors will be promoting events and officiIn an effort to increase participation in Intra- ating them.
.
mural Sports, Recreational Services has creKnutsen said they will form a "good core
ated a 17-member supervisor team to help run group of officials to improve the caliber of offiintramural activities beginning this fall.
ciating."
The supervisors will
Each supervisor will
. also be responsible for
run one sport, and their
duties will include pro- "I'm hoping to have an in- training officials.
The supervisors will
moting, supervising, offif 25 t0 50 percen t ·in take
an active role in prociating and training the crease 0
participation."
motion and will actively
officials.
- Leslie Knutsen recruit students to particiIn the past, there has
director of Rec Services pate.
only been site directors,
The intramural team
one for each sport. Their
began work Aug. 16, with
only responsibilities were
to make sure the day's events began properly. two days of orientation and training.
"I'm hoping to have an increase of 25 to 50
Among the sports being offered as Intramupercent in participation," said Loren Knutsen, ral activities include basketball, volleyball,
director of Rec Services.
tennis, racquetball, flag football, disc golf, and
Formerly, intramural sports were run by water volleyball.
former assistant director of Recreation Services
The annual Rectember Sports Fest will be
Jim Wilkening. He has left to attend graduate held Sept. 8, and will begin the 1990-'91 season
school at the University of Louisville.
ofintramural activities. Sign-up began Aug. 20
"He did an awful lot of it," Knutsen said. and will run through Sept. 7.

Australian Gold.
Tanning Products Ltd.

"For the tan of your life"
Our products available at Playalinda Surf Shop
Located in the University Shoppes Plaza
Sponsor Delta Gamma Anchor Splash Sept. 15, 1990.

Advertise today in
The Future Classifieds.

GOOD.JOBS
AVAILABLE!!
Ad Production Assistant:
Macintosh and paste-up
experience is a plus.
Those seeking a career in
graphic arts requested.
Advertising Manager:
Common sense and ability
to dedicate office hours is
a must.
Opinion Editor:
Knowledge of current events
and an objective point of .
view is suggested.
Advertising representatives:
No experience necessary.
Desire to sell ads and make
money.
Writers and photographers in
all sections!!!
Stop by The Central Florida
Future and apply to work
for us!!!!
USE YOUR TALE NT

AtJD WORK FOR

THE CENTRAi.
>I

FLORIDA FUIURE ..

I

Until we find the cure,
we must share the pain.
! Help the Diabetes Research

l Institute at the University of

Miami on its unprecedented
mission to find a permanent cure
for diabetes. For all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Until we find the cure, we must
share the pain. And the hope.
Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

EYE-HAND COO ROI NATION
Freshman runningback Bob Menello, from LakeMary, awaits the football during Saturday's
scrimmage.He will also have to wait for playing time as UCF is well-stocked at the postion.

Join us on our mission.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.
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·Giacone, Balasis lead
·a strong ground game
by Glenn Carrasquillo

~ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mark Giacone and Perry Balasis are
,. senior running backs for the UCF football team. They form a powerful backfield that will lead the Knights in their
first official season in Division I-AA
" "They each bench press - 450
pounds," Coach Gene McDowell said.
''That may be the strongest backfield in
r-- the nation, but you would have to check
on that."
Giacone, a New Jersey product, has
• started at tailback for three seasons.
As a freshman, he led the team in
rushing with 544 yards and set a team
record with 177 yards against West
~ Ge orgia.

In 1988, Giacone was leading the
Knights when ' he injured his knee
against North Alabama. He more than
• recovered as he led the all UCF running backs with 433 yards last year.
Balasis has been a back-of-all trades
~ for the Knights. He has played both
fullback and tailback. Before he injured his knee last year, Balasis led
UC Fin yards from scrimmage (passing
• and rush ing yards combined).
The two backs anchor a stable of
runners which include Willie English,
' Montrel Greene, Comielus Friendly,
Patrick Stewart, Ron Thow and Jason
Kotar. The quality of runners, along
with an experienced offensive line,
4
gives McDowell much confidence in
the Knights' running game.
"We'll run the ball a little more than
• we did last year," McDowell said. "We
ran about 60 percent last year and I
think we'll run at least 65 percent of
.. the time. That means we'll be throwing
the ball when we want to, not when we
have to."
With the depth at the position, the
running backs will be rotated to keep
the players fresher.
"Both [Giacone and Balasis] are first
team and that means they're better
than the rest," McDowell said.
Neither players have shown any ef-

fects of their knee injuries. Giacone
tore his anterior cruciate ligament in
1989 and underwent extensive rehabilitation.
''The ~nee feels great. I feel that I
haven't lost a step," Giacone said. "I
may be able t o play without a [knee]
brace. I want t o play without one, [but]
we'll have to wait and see."
The Knights have able backups
behind Giacone.
"We have four real good tailbacks.
They will all see a lot of playing time.
Our system is one th at will u se a lot of
players," McDowell s~id.
Giacone is a powerful runner who
looks more like a body builder than a
tailback. Giacone made use of his powerful physiqu e with strait up the field
running style.
"He has huge arms," Balasis said.
''When I think of the way Mark runs, I
think of North and South because he
can really get it up the field."
But don't let his physique fool you.
He can and will outrun defensive backs
when he breaks through into the secondary. He rushed for a 45-yard touchdown run against East Tennessee
State last year and outran a defensive
back en route.
"He doesn't look [fast]," runningback coach Alan Gooch said. "He's 5'9",
215 pounds and benches 415 pounds.
He doesn't look fast, but he runs a
legitimate 4.5 [seconds in 40 yards]. He
has very deceptive speed.>'
Gooch said he has seen Giacone
come alongwayin his development. He
said Giacone has improved his catching ability by spending extra time
catching with quarterba"ck Ron·
Johnson or Gooch.
"He fights. We have a lot of guys woh
really try hard," McDowell said.
''That's a great thing about this team."
Balasis will do a lot of blocking for
Giacone, but will also run and catch the
ball out of the backfield for the Knights.
"Ba1asis has great hands. We 'Nill
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Mark Giacone, given a day off during three-a-day practices last week, looks more like
a wrestler but runs 4.5 seconds in 40 yards.
·

•NHL COMES TO O·RENA
Two NHL exhibition games
are scheduled for the Orlando
Arena. The Washington Capitals will play the Buffalo
Sabres Sept. 20, and the Philadelphia Flyers will meet the
New York Rangers Sept. 22.
Both games are at 7:30 p.m.
- Tickets are $25, $20 and $15,
and are on sale at all Ticketmasters and at the Orlando
Box Office. ·To order tickets by
phone, call (407) 839-3900.

over the summer at Joe Dean's
basketball camp at UCF.

CV32.
Seven UCF football games
and six soccer games of either
UCF or Rollins college will be
shown live and will be rep1 ayed. CV32 will also produce
and cablecast 13 high school
games to be shown on·a tapede1ayed basis every Monday
night.

• Y - EXERCISES
Registration is under way
for aerobics classes offered by
the Winter Park Family
YMCA at 1201 North
Lakemont Avenue. All instructors are. certified. Classes
begin the week of Sept. 3.
Other programs offered include gymnastics, basketball,
volleyball and soccer. For further information call (407)
644-1509.

•MORE O·RENA EVENTS
World Wide Federation
Wrestling comes to the
Orlando Arena at 7:30 p.m. on
Sept. 9. The main event will
feature The Ultimate Warrior
against Ravishing Rick Rude .
Tickets are $14, $11 and $9 at
the Orlando Arena Box office
or at all TicketMaster Outlets.
To order tickets by phone, call
(407) 839-3900.

•FORE!
Golfers will be able to purchase a golf card through the
American Cancer Society
which allows them to play 296
rounds on 164 courses and
unlimited play on 55 courses in
Florida.
The cost for the American
Cancer Society Florida Golf •MAGIC KITE
Card is $15 or three for $45 and
The Orlando Magic signed
get one free. For more informa- free-agent center Greg Kite.
tion call (407) 322-0849.
Terms of the deal were not
disclosed. Kite is a seven-year
• UCF ON CABLEVISION
NBA veteran. He played for
UGF football and soccer will the Sacramento Kings last
be among th e local sporting year and is a former firstevents to be televised by Ca- round draft choice of the Bosblevision of Central Florida on ton Celtics. Kite appeared
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• GONE FISHING
The Orlando Jaycees will be
holding thier Annual Junior
Fishing Tournament at Lake
Eola 8 a.m. to noon on Sept. 22.
Children under 12 are invited
to participate. Registration
will begin at 7:45.
Trophies and prizes will be
awarded. Entrants should
bring their own cane pole and
bait but these will be available
for purchase. There will be a $1
registration fee per child. For
addtional information contact
the Orlando Jaycees at (407)
896-0474
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Number 1 quarterback unclear to UCF
McDowell waiting for Rudy Jones or Ron Johnson to take control of the Knights' offense
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF is' poised to make a serious
challenge in Division I-AA, but one key
ingredient could derail the whole challenge. None of the quarterbacks have
taken control of the position. Instead,
they have dealt Coach Gene McDowell
a most frustrating and unwelcome
problem.
Rudy Jones, a junior, came out of
spring practice as the No. 1 quarterback. But aft.er reporting to fall practice overweight, he was demoted to
second string. McDowell is adamant
about what it will take Jones to make
first string.
"Rudy's going to be the weight we
want him to be or he won't be first
string," McDowell said. "He's got to do
what's required ofhim."
The situation would appear to have
opened the door for quarterback Ron
Johnson, also a junior, but he has been
unable to capitalize on this opportunity. In Saturday's scrimmage,
Johnson was intercepted twice and he
fumbled once.Neither quarterback has
been particularly impressive in the
first week of practice.
Although Jones got off on the wrong
foot by showing up overweight, he
appears to be determined to take
charge of the position. He runs two
miles after practice to help take off the
pounds.
"I got off to a bad start with my
weight," Jones said. "I think I can show
I deserve the job by working hard."
Jones said he finds the situation
different this fall from other years. The
last two years, Shane Wi11is was the
starter going into practice. Jones got
opportunities to play when Willis got
hurt. After Willis quit the team following the Georgia Southern game, the
See JONES page 23

Rudy Jones shows some of his "Rudyball" moves in Saturday's scrimmage. Jones, who is battling Ron Johnson for the top spot,
must shed a few pounds before McDowell will allow him to practice with the first-string offense.

Students move back to sidelines
by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This football season UCF students will move back to the sidelines
after spending one year sitting in the
end zone.
According to Elaine Francais,
UCF Ticket Manager, 7,601 seats
are available for students on the
bottom deck on the east side of the
Citrus Bowl. Francais said all students are admitted free with a UCF
student ID.
Stadium manager Greg Thompson said about 45,000 seats will
be available for games. The Citrus
Bowl has a capacity for 72,000. Prior
to last year's expansion, it held
54,000.
UCF students normally sat in the
stands behind the vistior's bench,
but due to stadium construction,
students were forced to sit in the end
zone last year. Only the lower decks
were open, and they were reserved
for season ticket holders.
Athletic Director Gene McDowell
said he feels Knight fans may not fill
the entire expanded stadium.
"But perhaps down the road when
we get more popular, we could fill all
the new seats," McDowell said.
McDowell said he is pleased that
students are moving back to the sidelines. He said he thinks it will increase attendance.
Another concern of McDowell's is

lQlcitrus. Bowl Seating

I

Students
and Band

I

• GOLF TRYOUTS

Tryouts for the men's golf team will
be held today at 1 :30. Any students •
interested in joining the team should
report to Coach Dale Wilson's office in
the Wayne Densch Athletic Center. •
The goIf team is coming off a successful
season in which they qualified to compete in the National championship
"'
tournament for the first time ever.
•BASKETBALL COMINGS.••

UCF basketball coach Joe Dean
announced Wednesday that Kirk VanDeusen has transferred to UCF from
Central Michigan. VanDeusen, a 6-10
center, will sit out the 1990-91 season
due to NCAA rules regarding transfers. He will have two years of eligibility remaining.
•
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• ... AND GOINGS

Homer Gray, a recruit from Valencia Community College, will not attend
UCF. A guard, Gray will attend
Chaminade University in Hawaii after
failing obtain his.AA degree.

General Admission
Brian Wente

the rain that affected attendance last
season. McDowell said he scheduled
the season differently this year hoping
to alleviate weather problems.
After the opener against Troy State,
the Knights will play three games on
the road to avoid the rain that usually
occurs in Orlando. Last year, UCF
played three of its first four ·at home.
"We expect a big turnout for the Troy
State game Sept. 1," McDowell said.

Knight Watch

In 1988 the Troy State game drew
31,789 fans, the largest crowd ever.
"I just hope it doesn't rain," he
added.
UCF averaged 15,933 fans ~ast
year after averaging 21,903 fans in
1988. UCF went over 20,000 in at- ·
tendance just once last season in the
opener against Bethune Cookman.
In 1988, UCF-went over the 20,000
mark five times.

